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Abstract
By altering the market for private schooling, large-scale school voucher programs may have effects
on the educational experience of private school students beyond the effects of small-scale programs. Using
eight large, state-level, voucher-style programs adopted between the late 1990s and mid-2000s and a unique
dataset on school expenditures and teacher compensation, I estimate the effects of vouchers on educational
inputs experienced by students in private school. Large-scale, voucher-style programs alter the inputs students
experience in ways that tend to worsen the experience of black students while improving the experience of
white students. These effects are driven by changes in inputs deployed at newly established schools. Back-ofthe-envelope calculations indicate that the market effects of vouchers are large enough to substantially reduce
the benefits of moving from public to private school for black students, reversing more than 100 percent of
the gains in student-teacher ratio, 87 percent of the gain in per-teacher compensation, and 51 percent of the
gain in instructional hours. My estimates suggest that extrapolation from prior studies may be inappropriate
when considering how larger programs affect students.
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1. Introduction
For decades, advocates have promoted private school vouchers as a method of increasing parents’
power to make decisions about their children’s education. While early voucher-style programs were generally
geographically limited to particular cities, state-level programs began to proliferate in the late 1990s, and they
have become increasingly popular in recent years.1 Twenty-three such programs were created by states from
2011 through 2015, and total spending on voucher-style programs now exceeds $1 billion annually.
Prior research has focused mainly on the effects of city-level voucher programs and on voucher
recipients. Students who have been randomized into voucher receipt are tracked over time and used to
estimate effects of vouchers on educational outcomes. 2 While this type of analysis is important, it does not
account for broader effects and generally treats private schools as black boxes.3 Programs that provide
subsidies for private education on a large scale, including both traditional vouchers and voucher-style
programs that operate through the tax code, may affect not just students who participate in them, but all
private school students.4 For example, these programs may have larger “general equilibrium” or “market”
effects on the sorting of students across schools, the price of private education, school entry and exit, or the
educational inputs schools deploy. Partial equilibrium estimates may provide a misleading or incomplete
picture of the effectiveness of vouchers if market effects are large in magnitude.
My prior work with Hungerman (2015) suggests that there is substantial scope for large-scale
voucher-style programs to influence the market for private education. We find that such programs increase
private school revenue roughly dollar-for-dollar or more with state spending on them. When programs
restrict eligibility to certain groups of students, the revenue increase is driven by increased private school
enrollment; when programs offer unrestricted subsidies, the overall increase is driven by an increase in perstudent revenue.
Voucher-style programs rely on private schools to improve students’ outcomes, both directly and
indirectly. Since both student decisions about private school enrollment and school resources change in
response to large-scale vouchers, it is reasonable to ask how the educational experience of students in private
The first U.S. voucher program was created for Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in 1989. It was followed by a program serving
students in Cleveland, Ohio in 1995.
2 See Witte, Sterr, and Thorne (1995); Greene, et al. (1996); Rouse (1998); Peterson, Howell, and Greene (1999); Wolf,
Peterson, and West (2001); Howell, et al. (2002); and Wolf, et al. (2010) for evaluations of programs in U.S. cities.
Angrist, Bettinger, and Kremer (2006) evaluate randomly assigned vouchers in several large Colombian cities.
3 Some theoretical papers include abstract models of how private schools work (Epple and Romano, 1998; Nechyba,
2000; Ferreyra, 2007), but they assume schools’ production functions are fixed and school quality varies only with the
ability of the students in the school.
4 Some states provide tax credits to taxpayers for money spent on the private education of their own children. Others
provide tax credits for donations to non-profit scholarship-granting organizations. In this paper, I will refer to these tax
credit programs and traditional voucher programs collectively as voucher-style programs, or sometimes simply as
vouchers. When a statement refers only to traditional vouchers, I will make that explicit.
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schools might change as well. The direct impact of these voucher programs is to increase enrollment in
private schools. If schools do not change how they deploy those resources in a way that corresponds to
changes in enrollment, students might experience, for example, larger class sizes, which could potentially
dampen any benefits of attending a private school.
These changes in educational experiences may also help determine whether vouchers achieve the
often-stated goal of improving outcomes for disadvantaged students. Private schools have traditionally served
a fairly small share of elementary and secondary students, and those students have been largely white and
more affluent than the average public school student. However, policymakers often highlight potential
benefits to disadvantaged students when advocating voucher programs. Several governors who have
supported or enacted voucher programs have made appeals to fairness or emphasized benefits to minority
students in promoting the cause, including Jeb Bush, Chris Christie, Mike Pence, and Scott Walker.5 In many
cases, programs are designed with such students in mind. Indeed, 11 of the 23 most recent programs include
provisions explicitly restricting eligibility to students from relatively low-income families. The extent to which
the support provided by programs like these has found its way to disadvantaged students is unclear, though.
In five early-adopting states, non-white students increased from 23 percent of private school students in 2000
to 33 percent in 2013, but gap between the median incomes of private and public school students increased
over that period.6
In this paper, I use large-scale programs enacted in the United States between the mid-1990s and
mid-2000s to estimate the effects of voucher-style programs on the educational inputs experienced by the
average private school student. There are several advantages to analyzing effects on educational inputs.
Vouchers are meant to improve students’ educational experiences, and inputs provide a direct, real-time
measure of that experience that can help verify whether these programs have their intended effects on
students. Inputs are salient to parents and correspond to schools’ decisions about resource allocation. Unlike
outcomes such as test scores, data on inputs are available for private schools nationwide, and they are
measured consistently across states, years, and school types. Prior research, which will be discussed in Section
3.1, relates various educational inputs to school and later life outcomes, and studying them “opens the black
box” that private schools are often treated as.
I obtain data on enrollment, teachers, student-teacher ratios, instructional time, college attendance,
and school closures from the Private School Universe Survey (PSS). Unfortunately, this data does not contain
important financial information such as school revenues, expenditures, or tuition costs. Thanks to a unique
An excerpt from a 2014 op-ed by Jeb Bush promoting school choice programs is illustrative: “In Florida, I worked
with state lawmakers to create scholarships for low-income students and students with learning disabilities… This
strategy, combined with strong school accountability, has made Florida a national leader in learning gains by both lowincome and disabled students, according to results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress.”
6 According to Census and ACS data, median income of private school students in these five states (Arizona, Florida,
Illinois, Iowa, and Pennsylvania) was little changed from 2000 to 2013 (around $89,000), while median income of public
school students fell from about $62,500 to $54,500.
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dataset of non-profit tax return information matched to PSS records for a subsample of schools, I can
supplement the PSS data and examine key outcomes such as per-student expenditures and teacher
compensation.
I find that voucher-style school choice programs increase the ratio of students to teachers
experienced by the average private school student by about 9 percent. They also increase per-student
expenditures by about 6 percent. Changes in other inputs, like instructional hours, the share of graduating
students who attend college, and per-teacher compensation are smaller in magnitude.
These results for the average student mask important heterogeneity in the response to vouchers
within the private school market. Analyzing these outcomes by race reveals that the increase in studentteacher ratio is driven by the experience of black students, whose increase in student-teacher ratio is nearly 2.5
times that of white students. The small impacts on other educational inputs conceal meaningful effects on the
educational experience of black students, including reductions in instructional time, the share of graduating
students attending four-year colleges, and per-teacher compensation. The increase in per student expenditures
is driven by the experience of white students, while black students see a smaller, insignificant decline in
spending. The estimates suggest that the changes in the experience of black students are driven by changes in
the educational inputs deployed by newly established schools.
Back-of-the-envelope calculations indicate that the magnitude of these changes in inputs is large
enough to substantially reduce the benefits of moving from public to private schooling for black students.
For example, the increase in the student-teacher ratio that black private-school students experience due to the
introduction of vouchers is greater than the reduction associated with moving the average black student from
public to private school. Similarly, the effects of vouchers reverse 87 percent of the gain in per-teacher
compensation and 51 percent of the gain in instructional hours. Meanwhile, market effects provide small
supplements to the improvement in instructional hours and per-student spending experienced by white
students switching to private school. My findings suggest that extrapolation from prior studies of smaller
programs may be inappropriate when considering how new, large-scale, voucher-style programs will affect
students.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background information on voucherstyle programs. Section 3 discusses the data. Section 4 describes the estimation strategy. Section 5 lays out the
results. Section 6 provides discussion and concludes.
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2. Background and Program Details
In 1997, Arizona enacted a program that used a tax credit to generate donations to fund scholarships
for elementary and secondary school students to attend private schools.7 The first of its kind in the nation,
this program represented a new approach to subsidizing private schooling. In order to receive a credit from
the state, taxpayers would make donations to “school tuition organizations,” (STOs) non-profits charged with
selecting scholarship recipients and distributing money to the private schools they chose to attend. In return,
a donor’s Arizona income tax liability would be reduced by the amount of the donation, dollar-for-dollar, up
to the maximum tax credit of $500 at the time the program was created. Students would then apply to STOs
for scholarships and use any money they received to attend a private school in Arizona.
Though mechanically different, Arizona’s tax credit is fiscally indistinguishable from a traditional
voucher program. Traditional vouchers involve the government collecting money through taxation and then
distributing it to particular students for use on private schooling. Under the tax credit approach, the
government chooses not to collect money from taxpayers who have provided financial support for the
private education of particular students. In both cases, the government uses its taxation and spending
authority to provide students with subsidies for private education. When tax credits are awarded dollar-fordollar, as they are in Arizona’s case, the roundabout funding mechanism has no cost to taxpayers, since their
opportunity cost of directing financial support to STOs is zero regardless of the marginal tax rate they face.
In the years following the adoption of Arizona’s tax credit program, other states began to take action
to make subsidies for private schooling available to students.8 While one state, Florida (in 1999), created a
traditional voucher program to provide assistance to students with learning disabilities, most programs
established during this period were based on tax credits.9 Florida (2001) also created a program similar to
Arizona’s, but with tax credits made available to corporate taxpayers, as did Pennsylvania (2001).10 Arizona
(2006) would subsequently add its own corporate credit. Illinois (1999) adopted a tax credit families could
receive in return for spending money on their own children’s private education.11 Iowa both substantially
expanded a pre-existing program (1998) similar to the one Illinois established and several years later created a
Details of the programs used here were compiled from reports by the Research Department of the Minnesota House
of Representatives (2011), the Friedman Foundation (various years), and the Alliance for School Choice (various years),
as well as various state sources.
8 In addition to the states discussed here, the District of Columbia (2004), Ohio (2003 and 2005), Rhode Island (2006)
and Utah (2005) also created voucher-style programs during this period. These programs are discussed later in this
section.
9 Note that even though state tax rates are generally relatively low compared to federal rates, state tax credits can still
create powerful incentives because they reduce tax liability directly, rather than reducing taxable income, as deductions
do.
10 Under these programs, STOs award scholarships using money donated by corporations, which receive tax credits at
rates approaching or equaling dollar-for-dollar with their donations. See Appendix Table 1 for more details.
11 Expenditures eligible for the Illinois tax credit include those on certain books or lab fees, so parents of students in
public schools could also claim the credit in some cases. However, the first $250 spent required to be eligible for the
credit.
7
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second tax credit (2006) that directs donations to STOs, similar to those available in Arizona, Florida, and
Pennsylvania. As mentioned above, the proliferation of these voucher-style programs continued and
accelerated in the late 2000s and early 2010s.
Figure 1 shows spending on and student participation in these voucher-style programs over time.
Spending includes the value of tax credits awarded to families who spent money on private schooling for their
own children, scholarships money awarded by STOs, and money spent by the state of Florida on the McKay
voucher program. The number of students participating is the sum of STO scholarships awarded, McKay
vouchers awarded, and tax returns claiming credits for own-child private school spending.12 A clear increase
in utilization and financial support is evident around 2000. By 2011, programs in these five states alone were
spending over half a billion dollars to assist more than half a million students annually. Despite their growing
importance, I know of no other economic research on these particular programs, with the exception of
Hungerman and Rinz (2015), who estimate their effects on private school revenue and enrollment.13 As
mentioned above, the revenue increase we find due to voucher-style programs raises the question of how they
might affect the students who attend private schools.
The details of these programs vary from state to state. In addition to using different financing
mechanisms (i.e. traditional voucher vs. tax credit for donation to scholarship organizations vs. tax credit for
spending on own child), the programs also establish different eligibility requirements for students. Basic
requirements that students live and attend school in the state that is offering the subsidy and be within a few
years of traditional school age are common to all of these voucher-style programs. Beyond those, some states
further restrict eligibility based on a student’s family/household income, prior public school attendance, or
the presence of a learning or developmental disability.
Some programs (e.g. Arizona’s original tax credit) use none of these additional restrictions. In other
cases, multiple additional restrictions are applied to a single program. States with multiple programs may
differentiate between them in part based on student eligibility. In Florida for example, the traditional voucher
program limits eligibility to students with disabilities who attend public school prior to the period for which
they are applying to use vouchers. Florida’s corporate tax credit program also requires prior public school
attendance, but eligibility for that program’s scholarships is restricted based on income. Table 1 summarizes
variation in timing, financing, student eligibility, and other details of these programs.14
Subsequently enacted voucher-style programs have many features in common with those I analyze
here. For example, four of the five STO tax credit programs I consider are means-tested. Of the ten STO tax
Since multiple children may benefit from a tax credit claimed on a single return, this figure may slightly understate the
number of students assisted by voucher-style programs. However, the limitation of tax credit eligibility to spending on
dependent children makes large discrepancies between the count of tax returns claiming the credit and the number of
children actually assisted unlikely.
13 Some state-government reports consider the financial effect of these laws on public school funding. Chan (2006)
considers the effect of a similar tax-credit law in Ontario on public school performance.
14 Appendix Table 1 provides additional details related to these programs.
12
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credit programs enacted after those included in my baseline analysis, eight are means-tested. Many subsequent
traditional voucher programs are similar to Florida’s McKay program in important ways. Of the 17 traditional
voucher programs created after the McKay program, nine are aimed at students with disabilities. Six of those
nine programs also require recipients to have previously attended public school in at least some cases.
McKay-style voucher programs account for a majority of both traditional voucher programs and programs
that provide assistance to students with disabilities. Some of these subsequent programs are utilized in
robustness checks, as discussed in Section 5.3.
The movement toward voucher-style programs may coincide with other efforts to reform public
education. Arizona began permitting charter schools in 1994, a few years before it created its first STO tax
credit program. Florida increased funding for public school construction and maintenance around the same
time as it created the McKay program. Pennsylvania created a tax credit to support innovative efforts to
improve public schools at the same time as it created its STO tax credit program. While these efforts to
improve public schooling could conceivably influence the educational inputs experienced by private school
students (e.g. by inducing improvements in private schools through increased competitive pressure), they
seem unlikely to lead to the pattern of results presented below.
One might be concerned that changes in educational inputs at private schools may have made them
more desirable and led to the creation of subsidy programs, or that some other factor lead to both changes in
inputs and the creation of voucher-style programs. Such a story seems unlikely given the discussion above
about the legislative and judicial processes that can accompany educational reform. However, I can address
such concerns by including a number of controls for a state's socioeconomic circumstances and the
population of school-aged children. I also discuss empirical tests of the reverse causality concern below.
One might also wonder what factors determine the timing of when states adopt voucher-style
programs. In some cases the timing stems in part from small changes in political circumstances. For example,
Florida's programs were created after Jeb Bush, who had narrowly lost a race for governor in 1994, was
elected in 1998. In a compromise with the state legislature during state budget negotiations, Arizona governor
Janet Napolitano agreed to create that state’s corporate tax credit after previously vetoing four similar bills
(Welner, 2008). Similarly, Tom Ridge signed Pennsylvania's tax credit law after four failed attempts to get
vouchers through the legislature (Averett and Wilkerson, 2001).15
State judicial decisions were also instrumental in determining when and whether some of these laws
went into effect. State-constitutional clauses prohibiting public financial support for religious organizations,
sometimes referred to as “Blaine amendments” after the author of a failed attempt to amend the federal
constitution along these lines, have served as important legal obstacles to the adoption of voucher-style

Others states have at various points considered but ultimately not created voucher-style programs, including
California, Michigan, Vermont, and Washington.
15
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programs.16 Additionally, “compelled support clauses” prevent states from forcing residents to support
religious ministries. Between these two types of restrictions on state spending, all but three state constitutions
include potential barriers to directing state money to private schools, many of which are operated by religious
organizations.17 Multiple programs have faced legal challenges under these clauses. The Illinois program
survived two challenges, which produced six different decisions before its legality was settled (Huerta and
d'Entremont, 2007). Though the Arizona legislature was not initially sure of the legality of that state’s original
STO tax credit (Welner, 2008), the courts ultimately affirmed that program, as well. On the other hand, state
courts struck down programs in Washington (1986), Vermont (1999), Colorado (2004) and Florida (2006) on
various grounds. In other cases, states have attempted to amend their constitutions to clarify the legality of
voucher-style programs.18

3. Data
As mentioned above, prior research has considered the relationships between a variety of educational
inputs and student outcomes. The selection of inputs studied here is informed by that literature, some
highlights of which I describe briefly here before detailing the sources of my data.

3.1. Literatures on Educational Inputs
The relationship between educational inputs and student performance has long been a subject of
debate. Early work by Hanushek (1986, 1989, 1996, 1997, 1998) suggested little systematic relationship
between the inputs and student performance, though others disputed that conclusion.19 Card and Krueger,
for example, found that differences in school quality, as measured by educational inputs, contribute to
differences in the returns to additional years of education (1992a), and relative improvement in these inputs at
schools attended by black students helped narrow the black-white earnings gap (1992b). More recent work,
including quasi-experimental and experimental studies, has identified several inputs that are estimated to
influence students’ outcomes, sometimes even beyond school. These relationships between inputs and

In 1875, James Blaine, then a congressman from Maine, originally proposed amendment that read, “No State shall
make any law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; and no money raised by
taxation in any State for the support of public schools, or derived from any public fund therefor, nor any public lands
devoted thereto, shall ever be under the control of any religious sect; nor shall any money so raised or lands so devoted
be divided between religious sects or denominations.”
17 The three states with neither Blaine amendments nor compelled support clauses are Louisiana, Maine, and North
Carolina.
18 In 2013, North Dakota considered House Concurrent Resolution 3037, which would have removed the Blaine
amendment language from the state’s constitution. The measure failed in the state’s House of Representatives by a vote
of 47-47.
19 For a specific example of this debate dealing with class sizes, see essays by Hanushek and Krueger in Mishel and
Rothstein, 2002.
16
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outcomes provide a reason to be interested in how educational inputs might respond to large voucher-style
programs.
Evidence from Project STAR indicates that reductions in class sizes can improve students’ outcomes
both in and out of school. Lower class sizes can increase test scores (Krueger, 1999); make students more
likely to complete high school (Finn, Gerber, and Boyd-Zaharias, 2005), take the SAT or ACT (Krueger and
Whitmore, 2001), and attend college (Chetty, et al., 2011); reduce the likelihood of arrest, particularly for
violent and property crimes (Schanzenbach, 2006b); and reduce teen birth rates (Schanzenbach, 2006b).
Some authors have also used variation created by Project STAR to study the effects a student’s peers
have on her own performance. As a byproduct of randomizing students into classrooms of different sizes,
Project STAR also created a situation in which each student’s classmates were also randomly assigned.20 This
allows for estimation of how the sex composition (Schanzenbach, 2006a) and academic ability (Graham,
2008) of a student’s peers affect her test scores. In these cases, being assigned to a class composed of more
girls or higher-ability students increased test scores. Hoxby (2000) also estimated effects of plausibly random
differences in the gender and racial composition of classrooms; she, too, found that students are affected by
the quality of their peers. Hanushek, et al. (2003) found that the positive relationship between peer quality and
academic achievement survives the inclusion of controls for many potentially confounding factors. Peer
effects have been studied in other educational settings as well, including examinations of academic and social
outcomes among college freshmen with randomly assigned roommates (Sacerdote, 2001; Zimmerman, 2003;
Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner, 2006); disciplinary issues and test scores in classrooms containing male
students with traditionally female names (Figlio, 2007); college entrance exam scores among Chinese high
school students whose schools and classmates were assigned according to rules based on prior achievement
(Ding and Lehrer, 2007); and major choice among college students with partially overlapping peer groups (De
Giorgi, Pellizzari, and Redaelli, 2010). These studies also identified important effects of peer behavior on
students’ own outcomes.
Several quasi-experimental studies have found that instructional time is also positively related to
students’ academic outcomes. Using variation in days of school induced by snowfall intense enough to
necessitate school closures, Marcotte and Hemelt (2007) found that reductions in instructional time lead
fewer students to pass state proficiency exams. Similarly, Hansen (2008) found evidence that additional
instructional time improves test performance based on both weather-related school cancellations and changes
in the timing of test administration. Shorter school years experienced by West German students in 1966-67
(as a result of an effort to align the beginning of the school year across states) increased primary school grade
repetition and decreased enrollment in higher secondary school tracks (Pischke, 2007). Matsudaira (2008),
In addition to randomly assigning classmates, Project STAR also randomly assigned teachers. Dee (2004) found that
being assigned to a teacher of a student’s own race significantly improved math and reading test scores for both white
and black students.
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using a regression discontinuity design, found that summer school attendance improves math and reading test
scores. Lavy (2012) found that the increase in instructional time that arose from a school finance reform in
Israel also led to higher test scores.
Like class sizes, the importance of spending per student is continuously debated both academically
and politically. While early studies were inconclusive, more recent evidence suggests that increased spending
does improve student outcomes. Based on a review of earlier papers and a comparison of North and South
Carolina, Card and Krueger (1996) found that greater school resources improved students’ educational
attainment and earnings. Card and Payne (2002) found that when states narrowed the spending gap between
rich and poor districts after courts ruled previous funding schemes unconstitutional, the achievement gap
between students in rich and poor districts also narrowed. Gibbons, McNally, and Viarengo (2012) used
discontinuities in funding across school district boundaries in England to estimate effects of spending on test
scores and find that students at schools that receive more funding perform better on end-of-year national
exams. Using an instrumental variables strategy based on the locations of waterfalls in Norway, Haegeland,
Raaum, and Salvanes (2012) also found that higher spending (arising from higher revenue from taxes on
hydropower plants) leads to higher test scores. Some evidence even points to effects on longer-run outcomes.
Using a 1994 change in Michigan’s school funding formula, Hyman (2013) found that higher spending per
student in elementary school increased college attendance and degree completion. Using school finance
reforms across the United States, Jackson, Johnson, and Persico (2014) found increased spending increases
completed years of education, increases earnings, and reduces adult poverty for students raised in poor
families.
Though it is somewhat different from the inputs discussed above, stability also plays a role in
students’ educational success. A variety of studies have found negative correlations between either school
changes or geographic mobility (which often necessitates a school change) and student achievement (e.g.
Ingersoll, Scamman, and Eckerling, 1989; Rumberger and Larson, 1998; Temple and Reynolds, 2000; Engec,
2006; Mehana and Reynolds also provide meta-analysis to this effect). As Hanushek, Kain, and Rivkin (2004)
point out, changes in school quality as students move between schools complicate identification of the effects
of mobility. I briefly discuss results related to school closures in this context below.

3.2. Data on Educational Inputs
The data on educational inputs used in this paper come from the Private School Universe Survey
(PSS) and tax forms filed by subset of private schools. Conducted biennially by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES), the PSS serves as the foundation of my analysis sample. The survey is designed
to capture all schools in the United States that 1) are not primarily supported by public money, 2) offer
classroom instruction in at least one grade from kindergarten through 12th grade, and 3) have at least one
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teacher. Where financial information is available from tax forms, it is merged onto PSS records, as will be
described below.
The sample frame for the PSS is constructed in two parts. The list frame, with produces the vast
majority of schools in the overall sample frame, is constructed each year by collecting lists of private schools
from outside organizations that interact with them, such as state boards of education, private school
associations, religious denominations, or accreditation organizations. Regional census employees construct
the second part, the area frame, manually, using local resources to search for private schools in 124 Primary
Sampling Units across the country.21 The sets of schools identified through these two methods supplement
the sample frame from the prior round of the PSS.
Schools receive access to the PSS online, and paper copies of the form are delivered by mail, in
October at the beginning of the reference school year. Reminders and additional copies of the form are sent
out beginning in late October through early December. From January through April, schools that have not
yet responded receive telephone and in-person follow-up. For the 2011-12 school year, the response rate for
the PSS was 92 percent, which is in line with the survey’s historical performance.
The PSS collects information on enrollment, teachers, hours in the school day, days in the school
year, and college attendance. Dividing total enrollment in all grades by the number of full-time equivalent
teachers gives the student-teacher ratio for each school.22 Multiplying hours in the school day by days in the
school year gives hours in the school year. In select years, schools report the share of their graduates who
attend college the fall after graduating, and I utilize this outcome in the results below.23 The availability of
information on enrollment by race beginning in 1993 allows me to calculate the average levels of these
educational inputs experienced by members of different races. For this reason, my analysis begins in the
1993-94 school year.
Entry and exit from the PSS can also be used to identify schools that have opened or closed since the
last round of the survey. Using all available years of the PSS, I identify the first year a school responds to the
survey. Schools are then classified as new in that year. Since the PSS is conducted every other year, this
The Census Bureau divides the United States into 2,062 Primary Sampling Units (PSUs), each of which consists of a
single county, an independent city, or a group of contiguous counties. The area frame of the PSS includes with certainty
the eight PSUs with the highest private school enrollment according to the American Community Survey. The other 116
PSUs are randomly selected.
22 The 1993 PSS did not ask schools about pre-kindergarten enrollment. Where I can determine that a school did not
offer pre-kindergarten instruction, I set pre-K enrollment to zero. In other cases, I impute 1993 pre-kindergarten
enrollment at the school level using primarily within-school information. Where pre-K enrollment is available for both
1991 and 1995, I linearly interpolate the ratio of PK-12 enrollment to K-12 enrollment for 1993 and use it to impute
1993 PK-12 enrollment from 1993 K-12 enrollment. When either 1991 or 1995 data are unavailable, I use the average
ratio in available years. These two approaches cover the vast majority of cases. Others are imputed using the national
average ratio.
23 Schools were asked about college enrollment among their graduates in 1999, 2001, 2003, 2007, 2009, and 2011 rounds
of the PSS. Unfortunately, the survey does not ask schools what share of their students graduated. However, private
schools have very high graduation rates on average. According to the 2011-12 Schools and Staffing Survey, 92.4 percent
of 12th graders in private schools graduated in 2010-11.
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approach identifies schools in their first two years of existence. I identify closed schools as those that do not
appear in consecutive rounds of the PSS. In the last year that these schools do appear, they are classified as
schools that will close within two years.24
The PSS does not contain any financial information about private schools. For that, I turn to data
from non-profit organizations’ tax returns. Although non-profits do not pay taxes, many are required to
provide information about their finances via these forms on an annual basis. The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) uses Forms 990 and 990-EZ to collect that information from 501(c)(3) public charities that normally
have gross receipts in excess of $50,000 and are not exempt from filing for other reasons, such as religious
affiliation (this exemption in particular will be discussed more later).25 The information provided includes not
only total amounts of money received and spent, but also detailed accountings of each organization’s sources
of revenue, as well as extensive categorization expenditures.
I am particularly interested in two expenditure measures: total expenditures, which includes all
spending an organization does in a year; and compensation expenditures, which includes spending on salaries,
benefits, and payroll taxes for all employees. The revenue measure I use is program service revenue, which is
revenue an organization receives for providing the service that is the basis for its tax exemption. For schools,
this measure corresponds approximately to tuition (indeed, private school tuition is a canonical example of
program service revenue), though some other sources of revenue, such as from food service or the sale of
school supplies, may also be included. As I will discuss below, schools with unusually high levels of program
service revenue per student will be excluded from my analysis of financial inputs.
I obtain data collected from tax forms from three sources. First, the National Center for Charitable
Statistics (NCCS) provides access to extracts created annually by the IRS using the most recent available form
from each non-profit organization. These files, which NCCS refers to as its “Core Data,” are currently
available for each year from 1989 through 2013 and serve as the foundation of my financial data, providing
names and addresses for all non-profit organizations in all years, as well as measures of total expenditures and
program service revenue.
Second, NCCS also provides a set of files containing more detailed financial variables for a limited
number of years. These files, which they refer to as “Digitized Data,” were created in cooperation with
GuideStar, a repository of information on non-profit organizations. They provide information from nearly

This approach to identifying new and closing schools may incorrectly classify schools if they exist for several years
prior to being captured by the PSS sample frame or if they do not fill out the questionnaire for an extended period
despite still existing.
25 For most of my analysis period, the gross receipts reporting threshold was $25,000; it increased in 2010. Whether an
organization that is required to file submits Form 990 or Form 990-EZ also depends on gross receipts, with those above
$250,000 (formerly $100,000, with a higher, transitional threshold in between) filing Form 990. My analysis is unlikely to
be affected by these changes in these filing rules, since the vast majority of schools that are in-scope for the PSS should
easily exceed the gross receipts threshold in all years, and the financial information I use is available on both the full and
EZ versions of Form 990.
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every cell of Form 990 for all non-profit organizations for fiscal years 1998 through 2003. From these files, I
use information on compensation expenditures.
Finally, since the NCCS Digitized Data files are only available through 2003, I collect information on
compensation expenditures for more recent years myself. I obtain PDF copies of schools’ tax returns from
GuideStar’s website and record the relevant information from them using the crowdsourcing website
Crowdflower.com.26 GuideStar provides tax forms from as early as 1998 up through the most recent form
each organization has filed, so in combination the NCCS file, I have data on compensation expenditures from
1998 on. Since non-profit tax returns typically were not digitized in full before 1998, it is extremely unlikely
that compensation expenditure data from prior to that year can be obtained from any source. Data on total
expenditures are available from 1989 on. 27
Since all types of non-profit organizations, not just schools, file Form 990, I identify schools in the
tax data by matching the names and addresses that appear in every year of those data to those reported in the
PSS beginning in 2005-06. This matching procedure, the details of which are discussed in the appendix,
creates a crosswalk between the Employer Identification Number (EIN) the IRS uses to track non-profit
organizations (and, more generally, all other employers) and the internal identifier variable in the PSS. I use
that crosswalk to “follow” matched schools back in time from the period in which the match variables are
available in both the tax data and the PSS to the beginning of the sample.
Once financial information from the tax data has been matched to PSS data, I create the two
financial input measures I analyze here, per-student expenditure and per-teacher compensation.28 In each case,
I divide spending from the tax data by the relevant enrollment or teacher count from the PSS.29 While the
interpretation of per-student expenditure is fairly straightforward, the per-teacher compensation measure may
not represent exactly what one might expect at first glance. The numerator consists of spending on employee
compensation. This figure includes employees of all kinds, from teachers to administrators to janitorial or
maintenance staff.30 The denominator, however, is a count of full-time-equivalent teachers, a smaller group

Details of the data processing on Crowdflower.com are provided in the appendix.
There are several concepts of “year” that are relevant here. As discussed in the appendix, the NCCS uses several
notions of year when compiling the data; my use of the term reflects the fiscal year for which a charity files its tax return.
The PSS timing is to October of a given year; I thus match NCCS and PSS data together based on the October in which
the relevant fiscal year falls. Since most fiscal years are either calendar years or July-to-June fiscal years, this matching
procedure should work well.
28 Some evidence indicates that compensation and teacher quality are positively correlated (Figlio, 1997). Moreover,
schools can, when unconstrained by unions (as private schools often are), raise pay to attract more qualified teachers
(Figlio, 2002).
29 In some cases, otherwise acceptable school observations in the tax data do not report a value for compensation
expenditures. In these cases, I impute compensation expenditure using the total expenditure value reported in that year
and the average of compensation expenditures as a share of total expenditures from the same school in other years.
Results that exclude these observations instead of imputing compensation expenditures are similar to those presented
here.
30 It does not necessarily include spending on contract workers, since those workers are not employees of the
organization filing the tax return.
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than that to which the compensation in the numerator is paid. One might, therefore, think of per-teacher
compensation as average teacher compensation measured with error that tends to overstate it. Alternatively,
one could treat this measure as the average cost of the combination of a teacher and his share of the bundle
of complementary services provided by other school staff members. I prefer the later interpretation.
This combination of tax data with information from the PSS has both limitations and advantages.
One important limitation is that not all private schools are required to file Form 990. In particular, schools
that are affiliated with churches are not required to file. Catholic schools are especially likely to be associated
with churches, so the number of Catholic schools that I am able to match to tax data is small. This may also
be a concern for other religious denominations, though I am able to match a fairly large number of nonCatholic, religiously affiliated schools to tax data; about half of matched schools report a religious affiliation.
Appendix Table 2 provides more details on the number and types of schools matched in various years. In an
average year, my matched sample contains about 4,200 schools and 956,000 students (or, about 14 percent of
private schools and 18 percent of private-school students).31 An additional limitation arises from the fact that
none of the variables used to match PSS data with tax data are available in the PSS prior to 2005-06. As such,
I cannot match any school that closed prior to that year to tax data, and the construction of the matched
sample is biased toward schools that remained open at least until the match variables became available.
These limitations may lead to concern about the representativeness of the matched sample and the
generalizability of results based on it. In the context of estimated the effects of voucher-style programs on
private school revenue, Hungerman and Rinz (2015) perform several tests to address these issues in a
similarly constructed sample from 1991 through 2009, all of which suggest that the matched sample is fairly
representative of private schools overall. They find that 70 percent of matched schools can be traced back to
1995, and over half can be traced back to 1991, indicating that attrition is not overwhelming as the sample is
constructed back in time. Moreover, the results they present for school revenue are robust to an alternative
method of identifying schools in the tax data that does not require matching with the PSS. Additionally, they
find that the share of students enrolled at schools that file Form 990 is not responsive to the introduction of
voucher-style programs. Although the average matched school has greater enrollment (about 231 students)
and more teachers (about 22 full-time equivalent teachers) than the average private school overall (172
students and 12 teachers), trends in both of those measures are similar. See Hungerman and Rinz (2015) for
more details of these tests.
Matching financial information from tax returns to data from the PSS also has an important
advantage. I know of no other large-scale, annual dataset that provides this type of financial information in as
much detail for US private schools as the approach employed here does. The only survey-based dataset I am
aware of that contains any financial information on US private schools is the Schools and Staffing Survey.
In an average year, a little over two-thirds of matched observations satisfy the sample restrictions used in my baseline
analysis.
31
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However, that survey is conducted only once every four years, only limited financial information is collected,
and its sample size for private schools is smaller than what is achievable through matching with tax data.

4. Estimation
The main analysis presented here is conducted at the state level, which allows me to capture effects
of voucher-style programs on educational inputs that arise from both within-school changes in resource
allocation and market entry or exit by private schools.32 I create the average level of each input I consider
experienced by students in each state-year by taking enrollment-weighted averages of school-level measures
of inputs.33 To create measures of the average inputs experienced by students of different races, I use
enrollment by race as the weight in averaging across schools.34 I use this approach to calculate state-year
averages of student-teacher ratio, instructional hours, share of graduating students attending four-year
colleges, per-student expenditure, and per-teacher compensation, as well as the share of students attending
new schools and schools that will close within two years. Means of these measures are reported in Table 2.
For inputs measures based entirely on PSS data, I use all available schools to calculate state averages.
I calculate these averages only for years in which the PSS was actually conducted (i.e. every other year; I do
not interpolate off years). Where tax data are required, i.e. for per-student expenditures and per-teacher
compensation, I exclude schools at which program service revenue per student (an approximation of tuition)
exceeds $25,000 (in 2014 dollars).35 Some private schools may legitimately receive program service revenue
per in excess of this level, but I expect that most observations excluded by this rule were either matched
erroneously, or may reflect the returns of parent organizations, such as a hospital or university, that offer
education or daycare to children. For these financial inputs, I use data from all years, including those in which
no PSS was conducted, in order to take advantage of all available variation in the tax data. I use linearly
interpolated enrollment and teacher counts to create per-student expenditure and per-teacher compensation
measures in PSS off years.
Alaska and Hawaii are not included in my analysis. For states that adopted voucher-style programs I
do not analyze (either because their scope was limited or they first appear late in the period covered by my
School-level regressions with school fixed effects would miss potentially important changes in inputs due to market
entry/exit by identifying effects using only within-school variation.
33 In order to also incorporate PSS sample weights, the enrollment measure used to create these weighted averages is the
product of enrollment in all grades (pre-kindergarten through 12) and the PSS sample weight.
34 To provide a specific example, to create my measure of the student-teacher ratio experienced by the average student
overall, I calculate the student-teacher ratio at each school, then take the weighted average across schools within each
state-year, using total enrollment as each school’s weight. When I create my measure of the student-teacher ratio
experienced by the average black student, each school’s weight is instead the number of black students enrolled. Since
the PSS only reports enrollment by race for kindergarten through 12 th grade, I use shares of K-12 enrollment by race to
impute total PK-12 enrollment by race. In doing so, I implicitly assume that each school’s pre-kindergarten grades have
the same racial composition as its K-12 grades.
35 I also exclude schools reporting per-student program service revenue less than or equal to zero.
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data), I begin excluding their data in the year their first programs become available.36 I also exclude from my
analysis Ohio and Wisconsin, the states that were home to early city-level traditional voucher programs.37
Washington, DC is excluded both to avoid comparing a city with states and because it, too, was home to a
city-level traditional voucher program, created in 2004. These restrictions leave me with 46 states in my
analysis sample. I use data from 1993-2011.
My baseline estimating equation is
𝑦𝑠𝑦 = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑦 𝛼 + 𝑋𝑠𝑦 𝛽 + 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜗𝑦 + 𝑇𝑠𝑦 𝜏𝑠 + 𝜀𝑠𝑦

(1)

where 𝑦𝑠𝑦 is the average educational input experienced by students in state s in year y, 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑦 counts the
number of voucher-style programs in effect in each state-year (more details below), and 𝑋𝑠𝑦 is a matrix of
controls for state characteristics, including median income, the unemployment rate, population density, share
of residents who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of the population in several
race/ethnicity by age bins.38 State controls are obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Census, and
the American Community Survey (see the appendix for more details). State fixed effects are represented by
𝜃𝑠 , year fixed effects by 𝜗𝑦 , and state-specific linear time trends by 𝑇𝑠𝑦 𝜏𝑠 , where 𝑇𝑠𝑦 contains time variables
for each state and 𝜏𝑠 contains their coefficients.39 The 𝜀𝑠𝑦 term is noise.
The index variable provides a simple count of the number of distinct voucher-style programs in
effect in each state-year. Where no such program exists, its value is zero. When a state’s first program
becomes available, the value of index increases to one. If a state creates a second, distinct voucher-style
program (e.g. creating an STO-style tax credit program in addition to a program that provides tax credits for a
household’s spending on its own children, as Iowa did), its value of index increases to two. In practice, index is
equal to two in Arizona beginning in 2006, Florida beginning in 2001, and Iowa beginning in 2006.40 While
this approach is somewhat blunt (it does not account for differences in program size across states or over
State with data excluded for these reasons include Utah (beginning in 2005), Georgia (2007), Rhode Island (2007),
Louisiana (2008), Indiana (2009), Oklahoma (2010), and Colorado (2011)
37 I sacrifice some policy variation by making this exclusion. Ohio created state-level, voucher-style programs in 2003
and 2005. Wisconsin expanded the Milwaukee program to Racine in 2011 before taking it statewide in 2013, too late for
inclusion in the data used here.
38 The race/ethnicity groups used to construct these bins are white, black, Hispanic, and other. The age groups are 6 to
10 years, 11 to 13 years, and 14 to 17 years. The share of each state’s total population that falls into each of the twelve
groups created by crossing these race/ethnicity and age categories with each other is included as a regressor.
39 Quadratic time trends are included as a robustness check below.
40 In 2009, Arizona passed “Lexie’s Law,” which used a corporate tax credit to provide scholarships specifically for
students with disabilities through STOs. Since this program built on Arizona’s existing corporate tax credit and STO
infrastructure, includes a student eligibility restriction, and involved a relatively small increase in state spending on tax
credits (up to $5 million annually), I treat it as growth in the existing program, and I do not increase the value of index
when it is created. In 2011, the last year covered by my data, Arizona created a substantively different type of voucherstyle program, which gives recipient families who withdraw their students from public school access to money in
“Empowerment Scholarship Accounts,” which they can spend on a variety of educational services, including private
schooling, online education, and tutoring. Because this program differs substantially from the prior Arizona programs, I
increase the value of index to three in Arizona in 2011, and I set the dummy variable that indicates the first year of a new
program to one in that state-year. Estimates are little changed if I instead omit this state year from my analysis.
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time, for example), it represents a sensible way to begin analyzing these programs, particularly during this
period in which the relatively small number of available policy changes limits the extent to which the
importance of various program details can be determined. Below, I discuss an alternative approach to
estimation based on the amounts of money states spend on their voucher-style programs, which does account
for differences in program size. Estimates from that approach are largely consistent with those based on the
index specification, suggesting that this baselines analysis does not obscure too much by its simplicity.
In some cases, there is some ambiguity about when a new voucher-style program would be expected
to first have an impact. Programs may be limited in scope at their outset. STOs may need time to accumulate
donations before awarding scholarships. Tax credits for spending on a household’s own children operate on a
calendar year basis, the academic year ending during the first calendar year in which these credits are available
may or may not be affected. With a few exceptions, index is coded as increasing in value in the year in which
new voucher-style programs are enacted. To account for the uncertainty just described, I also include a
dummy variable that is equal to one in state-years in which new programs are adopted and equal to zero
otherwise.
There are three cases in which index is not coded as described above. Iowa’s own-child tax credit was
initially created in 1987, before my data begin, and its original parameters limited both the value of the credit
and eligibility for it. Subsequent changes made the program more generous on both of those fronts; spending
on it increased by a factor of three to $9 million from 1997 to 1998.41 For this analysis, I code index as
increasing to one in Iowa in 1998. In Arizona, the original tax credit program was enacted in 1997, but
donations were not eligible for tax credits until 1998. Therefore, I code that program as beginning in 1998.
Finally, the McKay voucher program was initially created as a pilot program in 1999, and use was very limited
in its early years. Use expanded dramatically in 2001, so I code the McKay program as beginning in that
year.42 Altering the timing of these laws to their earlier enactments, or simply dropping the year of enactment
and the year following enactment from the regressions for all states, yields similar estimates to those shown
here.
This specification can be interpreted as a “difference-in-difference” estimate. However, the relatively
small number of treatment states (five) presents a situation in which estimates may be subject to finite-sample
bias, potentially complicating inference. Conley and Taber (2011) propose a bootstrap technique to address
this issue. In the results that follow, I both report conventional state-clustered standard errors, as well as 95percent confidence intervals, using an approach based on Conley and Taber's method. I discuss this approach
briefly here.
I begin by using the full sample to estimate, via OLS, the equation
See Rogers and Gullickson’s 2012 evaluation of the program for the Iowa Department of Revenue.
Florida’s corporate tax credit for donations to STOs was also created in 2001, so Florida’s value of index increases
from zero in 2000 to two in 2001.
41
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𝑦𝑠𝑦 = 𝑋𝑠𝑦 𝛽 + 𝜃𝑠 + 𝜗𝑦 + 𝑇𝑠𝑦 𝜏𝑠 + 𝜀𝑠𝑦

(2)

which is identical to the main estimating equation except that 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑦 has been omitted. From this
estimation, I retain the residuals 𝜀̃𝑠𝑦 . Then, I randomly reassign the treatment states' index values to control
states, with assignment done at the state level (e.g., the index values for all years in Iowa are assigned to
Idaho). After this reassignment, I regress the new-states' residuals 𝜀̃𝑠𝑦 on the state-index profiles, and I record
the coefficient. I repeat this process 5,000 times to estimate a distribution of coefficients that “should” be
zero, but may be nonzero or non-symmetric due to finite-sample bias. Under the null hypothesis that 𝛼, the
coefficient of interest in the actual estimating equation, is zero, I can “invert” this distribution of coefficients
from the placebo regressions to construct a 95-percent confidence interval that takes the finite sample bias
into account.43 Many of the key results presented below are similarly precise either using standard errors or
the Conley-Taber confidence intervals.

5. Results
As a preliminary matter, Table 3 reports the change in private school enrollment due to voucher-style
programs. Although a net change in enrollment is not strictly necessary in order for vouchers to affect the
educational inputs students experience, evidence that vouchers do influence an outcome like enrollment
indicates that it’s reasonable to think that they might have broader effects. In this setting, voucher increase
enrollment in private schools by about 7,500 students (or a little over 6 percent of enrollment) in the average
state. Enrollment of both white and black students increases, with white students accounting for about half of
the overall increase. The change in black enrollment is estimated precisely using both clustered standard
errors and Conley-Taber confidence intervals. Since white students make up about 75 percent of private
school enrollment overall, vouchers reduce the share of private school students who are white slightly.

5.1. Main Results
Effects of vouchers on the average private school student’s educational inputs are reported in Table
4. The largest change due to vouchers is seen in the student-teacher ratio, which increases by about 1.9
students per teacher (about 9 percent of the overall average). The average student also experiences an increase
in per-student expenditure of about $750 (about 6 percent of the mean). The changes in the share of the
average private school student’s graduating peers who attend four-year colleges and per-teacher expenditure
Conley and Taber (2011) propose two asymptotically equivalent approaches to constructing confidence intervals; one
includes truly treated states in the pool to which the treatment profiles may be reassigned, and the other excludes them.
It is not clear from their paper whether the repeated regressions of the first stage residuals on the reassigned treatment
profiles should include state fixed effects, which makes the resulting confidence intervals wider. To be conservative, I do
include state fixed effects in the replications I use to produce confidence intervals reported here. I also include truly
treated states in the pool to which treatment profiles may be reassigned. Excluding those states from that pool does not
change the statistical significance determination for any of the results reported here.
43
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are statistically significant, but smaller in magnitude, and the change in instructional hours is small and not
statistically significant. Taken together, these changes do not indicate a clear change in the quality of the
average student’s educational experience. Research associates larger class sizes with worse academic
performance, but also higher per-student spending with better performance, and the changes in those two
outcomes are of comparable magnitudes.
Estimating effects on educational inputs by race reveals important heterogeneity that evaluating the
experience of the average private school student overall masks. Table 5 re-estimates the effects of voucherstyle programs for white and black students separately. This analysis reveals that black students largely
experience changes that tend to worsen the private school experience, while white students experience
changes that tend to improve it.
Although the student-teacher ratio experienced by white students does increase when voucher-style
programs are introduced, it increases only by about 1.0 student per teacher. Black students, on the other hand,
see the student-teacher ratio they experience increase by more than 2.5 students per teacher. The difference
between these two estimates is not statistically significant, but their relative magnitudes suggest that the
change in the experience of the average student overall with respect to the student-teacher ratio is driven by
the experience of black students.
Changes in per-student expenditures more clearly suggest differential changes in experience across
races in response to voucher-style programs. For white students, spending increases by $723 per student. The
change for black students is not statistically significant, but the point estimate is negative, suggesting that
spending falls by $521 per student. The Conley-Taber confidence intervals for these estimates do not overlap,
suggesting differential responses across races, though a Wald test based on the less-precise clustered standard
errors of the two estimates fails to reject the null hypothesis that they are equal.
The small effects on other inputs estimated for the average private school student overall conceal
larger, detrimental effects on black students. Black students received 26.5 fewer hours of instruction and saw
the share of their peers who go on to attend four-year colleges decline by 6.2 percentage points after the
introduction of voucher-style programs. The average compensation of their teachers also declined, by nearly
$11,000. As shares of the average level of these inputs experienced by black students across states, these
changes range from 2 percent (instructional hours) to 9 percent (peer college-going and teacher
compensation), and each is statistically significant. The changes in these inputs experienced by white students
are also statistically significant, but they are much smaller in magnitude and tend to be in the direction that
tends to benefit students.44 Per-teacher compensation and peer college-going see small but statistically
significant increases for the average white student, while the change in instructional hours is positive but not
statistically significant.
For instructional hours, peer college-going, and per-teacher compensation, Wald tests indicate that the differences
between the effects experienced by white and black students are statistically significant.
44
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5.2. Margins of Adjustment to Voucher-Style Programs
There are several possible margins on which schools or students might adjust in response to
vouchers. Schools’ decisions about the ways that they allocate their resources, the distribution of students
across schools, or the rates at which schools enter or exit the market for private education could all change.
To assess the importance of these various margins of adjustment, I combine the state-level analysis just
discussed with school level analysis to introduce them one at a time.
This decomposition analysis begins with school-level regressions that include the same state-level
controls as the baseline analysis described above, except that they include school fixed effects instead of state
fixed effects.
𝑦𝑖𝑠𝑦 = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑦 𝛼 + 𝑋𝑠𝑦 𝛽 + 𝜑𝑖 + 𝜗𝑦 + 𝑇𝑠𝑦 𝜏𝑠 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑦

(3)

These regressions are weighted using only PSS sample weights. To the extent that these regressions identify
effects of voucher-style programs on educational inputs, those effects are due to within-school changes in
resources.
When that same set of school-level regressions is instead weighted by school enrollment (again, using
enrollment specific to the group of students being analyzed), they capture effects due to the combination of
within-school decisions about resources and the distribution of students across schools. Changes in resources
at schools with more students have larger effects on the levels of educational inputs students experience on
average. Also, voucher-style programs may alter the inputs students experience by changing the distribution
of students across schools. Moreover, to the extent that students at private schools that close subsequently
attend other, pre-existing private schools, these regressions will also capture effects on inputs due to school
closure. Weighting by enrollment incorporates these factors.
Finally, the state-level analysis captures the same changes as the enrollment-weighted school-level
regressions, but also incorporates results from changes in the composition of schools due to school entry and
exit. Comparing estimates of the effects of vouchers on educational inputs across these three sets of
regressions provides an indication of which margins of adjustment are the most important.
Beginning again with the average private school student overall, shown in Figure 2, this analysis
shows an important role for the market entry margin. Consider the student-teacher ratio. The left bar in the
figure, which is based on a regression that includes school fixed effects and employs PSS sample weights,
shows a reduction in the student-ratio of 0.372 students per teacher due to vouchers. In other words, the
average pre-existing school reduced its student-teacher ratio slightly in response to vouchers. When schools in
that regression are instead weighted by enrollment, as shown in the middle bar, the student-teacher ratio
declines by more in response to vouchers, falling by 0.964 students per teacher. Although the difference
between the left and middle bars is not statistically significant, it is instructive to state in concrete terms how
switching to enrollment weights might affect the estimated effects of voucher-style programs: vouchers may
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have increased enrollment at pre-existing schools with lower student-teacher ratios, or the schools that
reduced their student-teacher ratios in response to vouchers may have had larger enrollments on average than
those that did not.
However, the bar on the right, which represents the estimate from the regression that adds in
changes in the student-teacher ratio due to school entry, shows the student-teacher ratio increasing by 1.929
students per teacher in response to voucher-style programs. That estimate is opposite in sign to, double the
magnitude of, and statistically significantly different from the effect shown in the middle bar, which comes
from a regression that utilizes within-school variation in resource allocation and enrollment, as well as
differences in enrollment across schools. Since the estimate shown in the right bar is based on not only that
same variation and but also variation due to school entry, the difference between the middle and right bars
suggests that students attending schools that enter the market as a result of vouchers experience substantially
higher student-teacher ratios than those at pre-existing schools.
The entry margin also contributes substantially to the overall effects of vouchers on the per-student
expenditure and per-teacher compensation experienced by the average private school student, though withinschool changes already lead to improvements in these inputs once enrollment weights are applied. The
change in peer college-going is due largely to within-school, enrollment-weighted changes, with little
contribution from the entry margin.
Considering the average private school student does not conceal the importance of the entry margin,
but the direction of that importance again differs across races. Although the increase in the student-teacher
ratio experienced by white students is due to school entry, that margin enhances the within-school changes
they experience in peer college attendance, per-student expenditures, and per-teacher compensation (Figure
3). Black students (Figure 4) instead see school entry intensify detrimental effects on the student-teacher ratio,
instructional hours, and peer college attendance, while more than reversing within-school improvements in
per-student expenditure and per-teacher compensation.
This decomposition demonstrates the importance of considering the effects of vouchers on the
market as a whole, and suggests that the school entry margin is a major contributor to the overall market
effects, but it does not completely address how that margin is affecting educational inputs. If new schools are
typically worse (or better) than existing schools, vouchers could affect the inputs students experience through
school entry by changing the likelihood that students attend new schools. If vouchers affect the likelihood of
attending new schools differentially across races, that could give rise to differential effects of vouchers on
inputs. Alternatively, vouchers could change the inputs deployed by new schools, with overall effects on
inputs coming from differences between the average experience of new-school students before and after
vouchers, rather than from differences in the number or composition of new-school students.
To address these possibilities, I estimate the effects of vouchers on inputs deployed at new schools,
as well as their effect on the likelihood of attending a new school. The pattern of changes to inputs in
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response to vouchers at new schools, reported in Table 6, is similar to the overall pattern, but the magnitudes
are often much larger, particularly for black students.45 Student-teacher ratios rise for both races, but point
estimates indicate that changes in instructional hours and peer college-going are beneficial to white students
and detrimental to black students.46
Vouchers also have differential impacts on the likelihood of attending a new school across races. As
reported in Table 7, the introduction of a voucher-style program makes white students nearly 2.6 percentage
points less likely to attend a new school, on a base of about 9 percent. There is little change in black students’
likelihood of attending new schools. The change in the probability that a black student attends a new school
is not statistically significant, though the point estimate indicates that that probability increases by nearly 7
percent (0.8 percentage points on a base of 12.4).
For some inputs, the average experience of white and black students in new schools, shown in Table
6, is worse than the average experience overall (Table 5), and voucher-style programs may affect the average
educational experience in part by exposing fewer students to these input levels. The reduction in the
probability of white students attending new schools could contribute to the increase in peer college-going, for
example. But new schools are not worse than existing schools across the board, and the biggest changes in
inputs are experienced by black students, who see a smaller, not significant change in their likelihood of
attending new schools. On the other hand, changes in the inputs students experience at new schools are
consistently in line with the changes they experience overall. This indicates that vouchers’ effects on the entry
margin are due primarily to changes they cause in the inputs deployed by new schools.
Vouchers also make students of both races less likely to attend schools that will close within two
years. This effect is especially large for black students (a reduction of 6.9 percentage points on a base of 13.5
percent). However, this effect is unlikely to be a significant contributor to the worsening in inputs
experienced by black students. Black students at schools that will close within two years experience a higher
student-teacher ratio, less peer college-going, and lower per-student expenditure than black private school
students overall. Moving away from schools that will soon close would improve these inputs on average,
working against the negative effects I find. Black students do experience more instructional hours and perteacher compensation at soon-to-close schools, so movement out of these schools may contribute to some
extent to the negative effects on these estimates I find for black students. However, these contributions are
likely to be small; the instructional hours and per-teacher compensation black students experience at soon-toclose schools are only about three percent higher than the average level black private school students
experience overall.

This analysis excludes financial outcomes, since only a handful of matched observations are available per state-year on
average.
46 These effects are also evident in school-level analysis that excludes new schools. The magnitudes of changes in inputs
decline substantially when new schools are excluded. See Appendix Table 3.
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Changes in the likelihood of attending new or closing schools could arise from changes in the rate of
school entry and exit or from changes in the distribution of students across schools. Table 8 reports the
effects of vouchers on rates of school entry and exit. Point estimates indicate that vouchers reduce the rate of
school entry by 1.6 percentage points (on a base of 19.5 percent) and the rate of school exit by 1.0 percentage
point (on a base of 19.8 percent), though neither effect is statistically significant at the five-percent level.47
These estimates suggest that changes in the distribution of students across schools is likely more important
than changes in rates of school entry and exit. For example, although there is substantial overlap between
their confidence intervals, the reduction in the likelihood of a black student attending a school that would go
on to close within two years is more than six times as large as the reduction in the rate at which schools close.
The point estimate for black students also indicates that they become more likely to attend new schools, even
without an increase in the rate at which schools open.
Aside from any contributions school exit may make to changes in inputs, it can also be thought of as
an educational input in its own right. Research mentioned above indicates that disruptions in schooling, e.g.
moving to a new school or neighborhood, are negatively correlated with educational performance. One
element of a school closure is a forced change in schooling for its students. All else equal, fewer school
closures lead to fewer educational disruptions. Although other estimates presented here indicate that all else is
not, in fact, equal, the reduction in the likelihood of attending schools that go on to close within two years
could be seen, in part, as an improvement in educational stability.

5.3. Robustness Checks
The results from Tables 4 and 5 for the five main outcomes are robust to a variety of alternative
specifications. In Tables 9-13, I estimate models using student-teacher ratios, instructional hours, the share of
graduating students who attend four-year colleges, per-student expenditures, and per-teacher compensation,
but I change the basic specification by omitting time-varying state controls, including demographic controls
in levels rather than shares, and using quadratic rather than linear trends, produce similar results, both in
terms of magnitudes of effects and comparing estimates for white students to those for black students.48

The school entry effect is significant at the ten-percent level under the Conley-Taber bootstrap method. The base rates
of school entry and exit reported here may appear unusually high. This is due to the construction of the PSS’s area frame,
which samples different cities each year and includes schools that are identified as new by my method. Using only
schools from the more stable list frame, the baseline rate of entry is 10.3 percent, and the baseline rate of exit is 10.7
percent. Estimates of the effects of voucher-style programs on school entry and exit produced using only schools in the
list frame are not statistically significantly different from those presented here.
48 When state-specific trends are omitted altogether, the magnitude of my estimates decline, and they generally become
statistically insignificant, though the pattern of point estimates described here is largely preserved. Estimates similar to
those presented in this paper can be produced without the use of state trends by restricting the analysis to years more
closely surrounding (year of enactment, plus or minus five years) each treatment state’s first policy change. That this
alternative approach preserves the original effects is reassuring because it suggests that the effects do not arise from the
excluded variation, which is more distant in time from the policy changes in question.
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Although the five states included in my baseline analysis are fairly geographically and politically
diverse, one might still be concerned that they are different in some important way from states that do not
create voucher-style programs. To address this concern, I estimate a specification in which the control group
is limited to states that subsequently adopted voucher-style programs.49 If these estimates were substantially
different from the baseline estimates, one might be concerned that the baseline estimates were driven by
other aspects of states’ private school markets that are related to the eventual creation of voucher-style
programs. However, if the two sets of estimates are similar, they are more likely to driven by the actual
creation of voucher-style programs, and those concerns would be lessened. Again, both the magnitudes and
the pattern of estimates across races are similar to the baseline results in this specification.
Programs in three states (Georgia, Rhode Island, and Utah) were excluded from the baseline analysis
on the basis of being either too small or adopted too late in the period covered by my data. Rhode Island and
Utah impose very low limits on the amount of money their programs can spend.50 Georgia’s STO tax credit,
created in 2008, saw limited utilization in its early years, and only three years of post-policy data are available
for the Georgia voucher program, which was created in 2007. I repeat the analysis above with these marginal
programs included in the treatment group. As one might expect after the inclusion of smaller, less-established
programs, the magnitudes of the effects of vouchers on educational inputs shrink. However, most estimates
that were statistically significant in the baseline analysis remain so in this specification, and the inputs
experienced by black students continue to be differentially, adversely affected by voucher-style programs.
As a check for changes in input trends prior to the adoption of voucher-style programs or the
potential reverse causality discussed above, I estimate effects of voucher-style programs on educational inputs
with pre-law change placebo dummies included. If estimates for these placebo variables show effects similar
to those estimated for the index variable in the baseline specification, one might be concerned that changes
are not due to the policy change. For non-financial inputs, which are observed only every other year, I include
a dummy that is equal to one for the observations that are either one or two years prior to the policy change,
and another that is equal to one for observations three or four years prior to the policy change. For financial
inputs, which are observed every year, I include such dummy variables for each of the five years prior to the
policy change. As Appendix Tables 3a and 3b show, the placebo dummies do not show changes in inputs
prior to policy adoption that would cast doubt upon the baseline results.

These states include Alabama, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nevada, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, and Virginia. Also included are states that have long
pre-existing histories of offering smaller-scale support for private school attendance: Maine and Vermont provide
assistance to students living in towns without their own schools, while Minnesota has long offered a tax deduction for
private school expenditures and a means-tested tax credit for non-tuition educational expenses.
50 Rhode Island initially spent no more than $1 million annually on its program, which it created in 2007; it has
subsequently increased the limit to $1.5 million. Utah originally allocated $1.5 million to its program, which was
established in 2005; it has since increased that amount to $3.75 million.
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The index variable used in the baseline specification is a somewhat blunt instrument. More important
perhaps than the differences between programs discussed earlier, states spend different amounts of money on
them. I estimate a specification that uses the amount of money spent on voucher-style programs in place of
the index variable from the baseline analysis to get a more continuous estimate of how inputs change in
response to these programs. To remove endogeneity associated with the amount states actually spend on
vouchers, I use a measure of the maximum amounts they are willing to spend as an instrument.51 In Table 14,
I report IV estimates of the effects of vouchers on inputs, scaled up by average spending per year in states
with voucher-style programs (nearly $60 million) for ease of interpretation. With the exception of estimates
for instructional hours, both the magnitudes and pattern of IV estimates across races are again consistent
with the baseline analysis.

5.4. Comparing Estimates to the Public-Private Difference in Inputs
Putting the estimates presented above in the context of the differences between educational inputs
experienced in public school vs. private school reveals that the changes vouchers cause within the private
school market are large and important for black students. Table 15 compares point estimates from my
baseline analysis to the differences between average levels of educational inputs in public and private school,
by race. The increase in the student-teacher ratio that black students experience due to voucher-style
programs is large enough to more than reverse the reduction they would experience by moving from public
to private school, under average circumstances.
Recent estimates of the effects of class size on income can also be used to characterize the magnitude
of this effect on black students. Rescaling Chetty et al. (2011)’s estimates suggests that the roughly 12.5
percent increase in student-teacher ratio that black students experience due to vouchers costs each student
about $140 in income at age 27. This translates into a lifetime earnings reduction of nearly $3,600 in present
value per student or nearly $72,000 for a class of 20 students.52
The market effects of voucher-style programs also reverse half the gain from switching in terms of
instructional hours and nearly 90 percent of the increase in per-teacher compensation for black students.
Overall, these estimates indicate that the market effects of voucher-style programs worsen the experience of
switching from public to private school for black students while enhancing that experience for white students.

Where legislated maximums are available, I use them as my instrument. Where program spending is not capped
statutorily, I use measures based on the eligible population in the year prior to program adoption and, in some cases,
nationwide growth in eligible populations, to impute the maximum amounts states are willing to spend. See the appendix
for more details. In a regression of actual state voucher spending on my instrument using my main analysis sample, the
instrument has an F-statistic of 17.99.
52 In addition to the various strong assumptions imposed by Chetty et. al to produce their original estimates, these
rescaled estimates also assume that the income effect of class sizes is linear in the change in class size, and that the
effects of increases and decreases in class size are symmetric.
51
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6. Discussion and Conclusion
Early voucher programs in the United States were introduced at the city-level, and analysis of those
programs focused primarily on students who received vouchers. Since the late 1990s, however, legislators
have increasingly focused on creating larger, state-level, voucher-style programs that have the potential to
affect not just participating students but the market for private education as a whole. These market effects
may alter the ability of voucher-style programs to improve students’ educational experience overall and equity
in that experience across groups of students. Earlier studies of smaller programs do not account for these
potential market effects of vouchers and so might provide a misleading or incomplete picture of how larger
programs may affect students.
I evaluate the effects of voucher-style programs on the educational experience of private school
students, both overall and by race, in terms of the educational inputs they experience. These inputs include
student-teacher ratios, instructional hours, college attendance among graduating peers, per-student
expenditures, and per-teacher compensation. Measures of educational inputs are collected from a
combination of the Private School Universe Survey and a unique dataset of financial information collected
from non-profit tax returns.
I find that voucher-style programs do affect the educational inputs that private school students
experience, and that these effects differ across races. Large voucher-style programs tend to slightly improve
the experience of white students while worsening the experience of black students. Although they experience
an increase in the student-teacher ratio they experience due to vouchers, white students see small
improvements in other inputs. Black students, on the other hand, see an increase in the student-teacher ratio
that is about 2.5 times as large as the increase for white students, along with a decline in instructional hours,
fewer peers attending four-year colleges, and lower per-teacher compensation. Comparisons of estimates
based on different school and state level analyses indicate that the worsening in educational inputs
experienced by black students is due largely to changes in the inputs they experience at newly established
schools.
The question of why voucher-style programs might lead the inputs deployed by new private schools
to worsen remains to be addressed. A few possibilities come to mind. Students who are induced to
(re)consider private schooling by the availability of voucher-style programs may be more sensitive to price
than those who chose to attend private schools in the absence of such programs. The availability of a larger
pool of price-sensitive potential students could lead new schools to cut costs, potentially by deploying worse
combinations of educational inputs, in order to appeal to them. Alternatively, some voucher-style programs
require participating schools to abide by testing, reporting, or hiring standards, which could lead new schools
to direct resources away from educational inputs.
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Why would these channels affect new schools but not existing schools? Students likely have limited
ability to evaluate the quality of new schools, while it is relatively easy to determine the quality of existing
schools. This could make it difficult for existing schools to cut costs or change strategies without endangering
their positions in the market. Also, existing schools may have some market power (possibly arising from the
costs to their students of switching schools) that enables them to address additional burdens without
sacrificing quality.
Comparing the effects estimated here to differences in inputs between public and private schools
illustrates the magnitude and significance of the changes black students experience due to vouchers. Once
market effects are incorporated, voucher-style programs reverse more than 100 percent of the gain in student
teacher ratio, half the gain in instructional hours, and nearly 90 percent of the gain in per-teacher
compensation that black students would experience by moving from public to private school, under average
circumstances. White students, on the other hand, see the experience of moving from public to private school
slightly enhanced by vouchers. Both the presence of significant market effects and their differential impact
across races suggest that extrapolation from prior studies of smaller programs may be inappropriate for
thinking about how larger voucher-style programs ultimately affect students.
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Appendix
Matching Procedure and Additional Data Details
Financial information from tax forms is linked to other school information from the PSS using a
crosswalk that matches the Employer Identification Number (EIN) used by the IRS to the internal PSS
identifier (PIN) created by the NCES. The correspondence between these identifiers is created by matching
on institution name and address information. The annual extracts of “Core” tax data provided by the NCCS
contain the name and street address of each organization in each year.53 That information also appears in the
PSS, though only in more recent rounds. The PSS provides school names beginning in 2005-06 and street
addresses beginning in 2007-08. The crosswalk used here was created using the 2005-60, 2007-08, and 200910 rounds of the PSS and the NCCS Core data files for 1989-2010.
Before conducting the matching, organization names and addresses were adjusted to eliminate
differences in case and remove extraneous punctuation. Four types of matches across the two datasets were
then collected: 1) exact address matches, based on street address, ZIP code, and state; 2) exact name matches,
within the same ZIP code; 3) similar names within the same “ZIP plus four” area; and 4) exact name matches
within the same state, allowing for ZIP code mismatches. In the cases 3 and 4, matches were identified
manually from algorithmically determined candidates. In a small number of cases, this matching procedure
generates matches between multiple EINs and a single PIN, or vice versa.54 These matches are discarded.
The tax and PSS samples were created for different purposes, and the set of schools that appear in
both of them may differ from the schools each contains on its own. As discussed in the text, the PSS was
designed to collect information on all schools that are not primarily supported by public funding, provide
classroom instruction in at least one K-12 grade, and have at least one teacher. This includes schools of a
wide variety of sizes and religious affiliations.
The tax data, on the other hand, contain information on non-profits generally, and the criteria for
inclusion (non-profits incorporated under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code with usual gross
receipts of at least $50,000 annually) were not designed to ensure the presence of any particular types of
school.55 In fact, some types of school are practically excluded from the tax data. Schools that are affiliated
with churches or religious orders are not required to file Form 990, so many religious (and especially Catholic)
schools do not appear in the tax data. As Appendix Table 2 indicates, the rates at which Catholic schools
from the PSS appear in the crosswalk and are matched to tax records are low. Other religious schools also
match to the tax data at lower rates than do secular schools, though at higher rates than Catholic schools. On
the other hand, some schools that appear in the tax data are excluded from the PSS, such as those that offer
only pre-kindergarten grades.
Another difference between the PSS and tax data arises when the crosswalk is used to connect a
school’s records from the two datasets to the same year. The PSS records information as of October for each
Each of these extracts includes data from the most recent available tax form for each organization. As such, if the
timing of an organization’s filing or the timing of the creation of the extracts varies, some schools may see single fiscal
years appear in multiple extracts. The year in which each extract is created is included in the data and referred to as its
“circa” year. When a single fiscal year appears in multiple extracts, the version from the most recent circa year is retained,
in case any updates were filed subsequently to the point at which the data from the initial form was recorded.
54 Although both the EIN and PIN are intended to be permanent identifiers, it is possible for multiple matches to occur
in both directions. If a single organization operates multiple schools, one EIN could match with multiple PINs. On the
other hand, if management of a school changes, on PIN could match with multiple EINs.
55 As noted in a footnote in the main text, the gross receipts threshold that triggered the requirement to file was $25,000
before 2010.
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academic year it surveys. The tax data, on the other hand, records information for schools’ fiscal years, which
schools get to choose and which may differ from their academic years. Fortunately, most schools select fiscal
years that correspond well with their academic years. In general, tax records are assigned to academic years
based on the calendar year in which the October of the fiscal year falls. To illustrate with an example, if one
school submits a tax form that covers the fiscal year from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012, that form would be
matched to the 2011-12 academic year, because the October contain in that fiscal year is October 2011, which
lines up with the information collected in October 2011 for the 2011-12 PSS. If another school’s tax form
covered the fiscal year running from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, that form would be matched to
the 2009-10 PSS, since the October it contains is October 2009.
State covariates used in this analysis are obtained from several sources. State unemployment rates and
median incomes come from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Census Bureau, respectively. Populationrelated measures, including the shares in various age by race/ethnicity groups, noncitizens, and those born
abroad, are estimated using 1990 and 2000 census data, as well as data from the American Community Survey
for 2001-2011, all of which was obtained from the Minnesota Population Center’s Integrated Public Use
Microdata Series (IPUMS). For the age by race/ethnicity groups, values for 1991-1999 are calculated by
assigning respondents from the 2000 census to the categories they would have been in for each of those years,
based on their state of residence in 2000. Other population-based measures are linearly interpolated between
censuses. States’ land areas, which are used to calculate population densities, come from the 2002 Statistical
Abstract of the United States.

Crowdflower Details
In order to collect information on schools’ compensation expenditures after 2003, I collect PDF
copies of their tax returns from GuideStar.org. From that site, I downloaded all available tax forms for the
schools that appear in the crosswalk described above. I use a website called Crowdflower.com, which
functions similarly to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service, to record data from those PDFs. Customers
provide instructions for completing tasks and set a piece rate that is paid to contributors that complete them.
Crowdflower distributes these tasks to its users, collects their responses, performs quality control, distributes
payment to users who successfully complete tasks, and aggregates responses for use by customers.
To enable Crowdflower users to process my data, I provided access to the PDF tax forms,
instructions about which information to record and how, examples of correctly recorded values, and
explanations as to why these answers are correct. Crowdflower distributed these to its users according to the
quality control settings I selected.56 The accuracy of contributors’ responses can be tested by comparing them
to “gold standard” responses provided by customers, as well as by comparing them to the responses of other
contributors.
In order to participate in my tasks, contributors were first required to complete a “quiz” composed
of requests to record data from tax forms that I had already recorded and provided to Crowdflower. Users
that recorded the correct values in response at least 80 percent of these test questions were allowed to
continue transcribing data. Similar test questions are also randomly included alongside requests to transcribe
new data as contributors continue working, and contributors’ responses to them are continuously monitored.
Contributors who fall below 80 percent accuracy on test questions at any point in their participation in the
task are excluded, and their prior responses are not included in the results reported to the customer.
Each piece of new data to be recorded was distributed to multiple Crowdflower contributors, and
their responses were compared to each other to ensure accuracy. If the first two contributors who completed
Here I describe the quality control settings I actually used for the vast majority of my data collection. Generally, these
various measures can be used to greater or lesser extents, or in some cases not at all.
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a particular task submitted the same value, that value was considered correct, and no further responses were
solicited. If the first two contributors disagreed, a third response was requested. If the third response matched
one of the first two, the matched value was considered correct. If all three submissions differed, a fourth was
solicited. If the fourth matched one of the first three, the matched value was considered correct. If all four
submissions differed, I manually determined the correct value. In the vast majority of cases, the correct value
was determined by matching responses from contributors.
Because the organization of the form has changed over the years, I created separate sets of tasks for
each form-year. The particular lines from which I collected compensation expenditure data in each year are
given here:
Form 990
Form 990
Form 990
Form 990-EZ
2005 and earlier
2006-2007
2008 and later
All years
Part II, line 25, column (A) Part II, line 25a, column
Part IX, line 5, column (A) Part I, line 12 – salaries,
– compensation of
(A) – compensation of
– compensation of
other compensation, and
officers, directors, etc.
current officers, etc.
current officers,
employee benefits
Part II, line 26, column (A) Part II, line 25b, column
directors, trustees, and
– other salaries and
(A) – compensation of
key employees
wages
former officers, etc.
Part IX, line 6, column (A)
Part II, line 27, column (A) Part II, line 25c, column (A) – compensation to
– pension plan
– compensation and
disqualified persons
contributions
other distributions to
Part IX, line 7, column (A)
Part II, line 28, column (A) disqualified persons
– other salaries and
– other employee
Part II, line 26, column (A) wages
benefits
– other salaries and
Part IX, line 8, column (A)
Part II, line 29, column (A) wages
– pension plan
– payroll taxes
Part II, line 27, column (A) contributions
– pension plan
Part IX, line 9, column (A)
contributions
– other employee
Part II, line 28, column (A) benefits
– other employee
Part IX, line 10, column
benefits
(A) – payroll taxes
Part II, line 29, column (A)
– payroll taxes

Maximum State Spending Instrument Construction
As an instrument for the amount of money states actually spend on voucher-style programs in each
state-year, I construct a measure of the maximum amount they are willing to spend. Where states have
explicitly imposed caps on the amount of money particular programs can spend, I use those in constructing
my instrument. Such caps are available for the corporate tax credit programs in Arizona, Florida, Iowa, and
Pennsylvania.
Where programs do not have legislated maximum spending amounts, I impute an amount based on
the eligible population in the year before the program was created. For the own-child tax credit programs in
Illinois and Iowa, on where actual state spending increased dramatically at their introduction/expansion and
then saw smaller changes thereafter, I calculate the amount of money that would have been spent on these
tax credits if they had been claimed on behalf of every private school student in each state in the year prior to
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the creation of these programs.57 I then use these values, held constant over time, as the maximum amounts
Illinois and Iowa are willing to spend on their own-child tax credits in each year of their existence.
For Arizona’s original individual STO tax credit program and Florida’s McKay voucher program,
which saw initially low levels of actual spending grow substantially over time, I calculate each state’s initial
willingness to spend using the prior-year population of eligible students. I then allow each state’s willingness
to spend on these programs to grow proportionally with national growth in the size of the relevant
population and the cost of education.
For Arizona, I calculate initial willingness to spend using tables available from the state’s Department
of Revenue that give the distribution of individual taxpayers across income and the type of filing made (i.e.
single, married filing jointly, etc.). I use the tables from the earliest available year, 2000, to calculate willingness
to spend for 1998, implicitly assuming that the distribution of Arizona taxpayers does not change between
1998 and 2000. I calculate the amount of money Arizona would have spent on its individual STO tax credit if
all taxpayers had claimed the maximum credit available to them, given their tax liability and the program’s
initial parameters. I then use one percent of this value as Arizona’s willingness to spend on this program in its
first year.
For Florida’s McKay voucher program, I calculate the state’s willingness to spend in the program’s
first year using the number of students in Florida with Individualized Education Programs and the state’s cost
of public education per pupil in the prior year (i.e. 1998). I take the product of these two numbers and again
use one percent of that value as Florida’s willingness to spend on this program in its first year.
For both Arizona and Florida, I allow state willingness to spend on these programs to grow in
subsequent years as the relevant student populations and the cost of education grow nationally. For Arizona’s
individual STO tax credit program, the relevant population is all private school students. For Florida’s McKay
voucher program, the relevant population is students with Individualized Education Programs.
In the construction of my instrument for these programs, states are separately sensitive to growth in
the population of relevant students and growth in the cost of education. They increase their willingness to
spend in proportion to growth in each by increasing the share of the maximum possible spending for the year
prior to program adoption that they are willing to cover (i.e. increase from the one percent assumed for each
program’s first year). States never decrease their willingness to spend on these programs. That share increases
according to
𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡+1 = 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (

𝑚𝑎𝑥(%𝑃𝑜𝑝𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑡 , 0) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥(%𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑡 , 0)
, .002)
10

(A1)

where percent growth in the relevant population and the cost of education for time t are calculated using
periods t and t-1. The .002 term ensures that nominal willingness to spend will increase at least 0.2 percent
annually, or about one tenth the targeted rate of overall inflation. Each state’s willingness to spend in each
year is then this share for each state-year times the maximum possible spending calculated for the year prior
to program adoption.

In Illinois, I use 1998-99 private school enrollment for this calculation. In Iowa, I use 1997-98 private school
enrollment. Since Iowa’s own-child tax credit program existed at a much smaller scale prior to that expansion, I also use
1997-98 enrollment and previous program parameters to calculate maximum spending for years prior to 1998.
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1: Participation in and Spending on Main Voucher-Style Programs

Note: The figure reports participation in and spending on eight voucher-style programs in Arizona, Florida,
Illinois, Iowa, and Pennsylvania. The count of participants is equal to the sum of scholarships awarded by tax
credit-supported STOs, traditional vouchers awarded by Florida’s McKay voucher program, and tax returns
that claim a credit for spending on a dependent child’s private education. Total spending is the sum of money
awarded by STOs as scholarships, money spent on McKay vouchers, and tax revenue foregone due to ownchild tax credits. Own-child tax credit spending is measured by states on a calendar year basis; here it is
assigned to the academic year beginning in the calendar year for which the corresponding credits were
claimed. Academic years are labeled using the calendar year in which they begin.
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Figure 2: Margins of Adjustment to Voucher-Style Programs, All Students

Note: Figure presents estimates from three sets of regressions: school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with PSS sample weights (left bar, shown in
blue); school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with enrollment (middle bar, shown in orange); and state-level regressions weighted with total
enrollment (right bar, shown in green). More details are provided in Section 5.2. All regressions include the set of state-level controls listed in Section 4. Error bars show
95% confidence intervals, constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011), as described in Section 4.
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Figure 3: Margins of Adjustment to Voucher-Style Programs, White Students

Note: Figure presents estimates from three sets of regressions: school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with PSS sample weights (left bar, shown in
blue); school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with enrollment (middle bar, shown in orange); and state-level regressions weighted with total
enrollment (right bar, shown in green). More details are provided in Section 5.2. All regressions include the set of state-level controls listed in Section 4. Error bars show
95% confidence intervals, constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011), as described in Section 4.
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Figure 4: Margins of Adjustment to Voucher-Style Programs, Black Students

Note: Figure presents estimates from three sets of regressions: school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with PSS sample weights (left bar, shown in
blue); school-level regressions with school fixed effects, weighted with enrollment (middle bar, shown in orange); and state-level regressions weighted with total
enrollment (right bar, shown in green). More details are provided in Section 5.2. All regressions include the set of state-level controls listed in Section 4. Error bars show
95% confidence intervals, constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011), as described in Section 4.
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Table 1: Details of Main Voucher-Style Programs Used
State
Arizona
Arizona

Year Enacted/
Expanded
1997
2006

Financing Mechanism
STO tax credit (individual)
STO tax credit (corporate)

Florida

1999

Traditional voucher

Florida

2001

STO tax credit (corporate)

Illinois
Iowa

1999
1987, expanded
1996/1998

Own-child tax credit
Own-child tax credit

Iowa

2006

Pennsylvania

2001

STO tax credit (both
individual and corporate)
STO tax credit (corporate)

Major Student Eligibility Restrictions
None
Means-tested; requires prior public school
attendance
Students must have an Individualized Education
Plan or a Section 504 plan to be eligible; requires
prior public school attendance
Means-tested; requires prior public school
attendance
None
1987-1996: Means-tested
1996 on: None

Average Annual Spending
$36.0 million
$6.8 million
$106.4 million
$91.9 million

Means-tested

$84.4 million
1993-2011: $11.5 million
1993-1997: $1.4 million
1998-2011: $16.6 million
$7.6 million

Means-tested

$42.8 million

Note: STO tax credits are awarded in return for donations to non-profit, scholarship granting organizations (sometimes known as School Tuition
Organizations, or STOs). For STO tax credits, the types of taxpayer that are eligible for the credit are listed in parentheses. Own-child tax credits are
awarded in to taxpayers who spend money on the private education of their own dependent children. This type of tax credit is only available to
individual taxpayers. The eligibility restrictions listed here are on top of requirements shared by all programs, such as requirements that students live and
attend school within the state offering the program and that students be of roughly traditional school age. Average annual spending for each program is
calculated from the program’s first year through 2011-12 and is reported in 2014 dollars. Information in this table was drawn from reports by the
Research Department of the Minnesota House of Representatives (2011), the Friedman Foundation (various years), and the Alliance for School Choice
(various years), as well as various state sources.
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Table 2: Educational Input Means, by Race
Graduating Peers
Student-Teacher
Instructional
Attending 4-year
Per-Student
Per-Teacher
Ratio
Hours
Colleges (percent)
Expenditure
Compensation
All Students
21.01
1210.7
77.362
12.604
97.317
(0.621)
(6.616)
(1.094)
(0.441)
(3.858)
White Students
20.83
1206.4
78.033
12.273
93.436
(0.608)
(8.335)
(1.039)
(0.420)
(3.445)
Black Students
20.55
1230.9
70.973
13.966
113.566
(0.476)
(6.183)
(1.821)
(1.058)
(5.252)
Number of Schools
288,165
288,165
41,197
31,710
26,361
Note: Means are calculated using all available data from 1993-2011. Financial outcomes are in thousands of 2014 dollars.
Compensation includes salary, benefits, and payroll taxes. College attendance among graduating peers is reported in percentage
points, i.e. 1.0 = 1%. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table 3: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Private School Enrollment, by Race

Enrollment Levels
Index

N
R2
Outcome Mean

Total

White

Black

7,528
(5,385 ~ 9,150)
[11,048]
444
0.997
118,837

3,787
(2,219 ~ 5,115)
[8,803]
444
0.996
89,824

2,330
(1,897 ~ 2,612)
[1,072]
444
0.992
11,560

Enrollment Shares
Index

-0.636
0.187
(-0.982 ~ -0.304)
(-0.009 ~ 0.398)
[0.455]
[0.231]
N
444
444
2
R
0.99
0.967
Outcome Mean
75.586
9.728
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95%
confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber
(2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions,
clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. College attendance among
graduating peers is reported in percentage points. Financial outcomes are in
thousands of 2014 dollars. The state controls used in these regressions include
median income, the unemployment rate, population density, share of residents
who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of the population
in several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed in Section 4. Share regressions
are weighted using the total private school enrollment in each state-year. All
regressions include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed
effects, and state-specific linear time trends.
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Table 4: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Educational Inputs, All Students
Graduating Peers
Student-Teacher
Instructional
Attending 4-year
Per-Student
Per-Teacher
Ratio
Hours
Colleges (percent)
Expenditure
Compensation
Index
1.929
-2.567
0.64
0.747
1.358
(1.644 ~ 2.356)
(-4.816 ~ 0.146)
(-1.074 ~ 2.614)
(0.573 ~ 1.112)
(-0.616 ~ 4.159)
[0.695]
[4.455]
[0.998]
[0.214]
[1.616]
N
444
444
261
847
663
2
R
0.719
0.934
0.928
0.947
0.815
Outcome Mean
21.01
1,210.74
77.36
12.60
97.32
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach
based on Conley and Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the
state level, are reported in brackets. College attendance among graduating peers is reported in percentage points. Financial
outcomes are in thousands of 2014 dollars. The state controls used in these regressions include median income, the
unemployment rate, population density, share of residents who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of
the population in several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed in Section 4. All regressions include time-varying state
controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and state-specific linear time trends.
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Table 5: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Educational Inputs, by Race
Student-Teacher
Ratio
1.041
(0.689 ~ 1.502)
[0.783]
444
0.731
20.8

Instructional Hours

Graduating Peers
Attending 4-year
Colleges (percent)

Per-Student
Expenditure

Per-Teacher
Compensation

3.300
(0.986 ~ 6.744)
[5.096]
444
0.929
1,206.4

1.634
(0.042 ~ 3.664)
[1.078]
261
0.923
78.0

0.723
(0.551 ~ 1.032)
[0.224]
847
0.941
12.273

3.414
(0.596 ~ 9.021)
[2.417]
663
0.788
93.436

White Students
Index

N
R2
Outcome Mean
Black Students
Index

2.565
-26.486
-6.176
-0.521
-10.731
(1.075 ~ 4.008)
(-35.939 ~ -12.657)
(-10.086 ~ -1.120)
(-1.224 ~ 0.198)
(-27.580 ~ -3.980)
[1.428]
[12.425]
[1.855]
[1.179]
[6.085]
N
444
444
261
841
662
2
R
0.583
0.79
0.906
0.91
0.704
Outcome Mean
20.5
1,230.9
71.0
13.966
113.566
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on
Conley and Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported
in brackets. College attendance among graduating peers is reported in percentage points. Financial outcomes are in thousands of 2014
dollars. The state controls used in these regressions include median income, the unemployment rate, population density, share of residents
who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of the population in several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed in
Section 4. All regressions include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and state-specific linear time trends.
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Table 6: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Educational Inputs at New Schools, by Race

Student-Teacher Ratio

Instructional Hours

Graduating Peers
Attending 4-year
Colleges (percent)

5.301
(-2.025 ~ 20.588)
[6.748]
34,222
0.039
34.4

-26.405
(-66.898 ~ 11.802)
[20.31]
34,222
0.076
1,196.9

-3.113
(-16.118 ~ 9.407)
[6.129]
2,985
0.167
67.1

5.199
(-3.066 ~ 25.603)
[8.490]
30,929
0.05
35.3

5.507
(-34.141 ~ 45.403)
[29.52]
30,929
0.101
1,184.5

5.767
(-8.569 ~ 18.366)
[5.926]
2,801
0.186
67.9

All Students
Index

N
R2
Outcome Mean
White Students
Index

N
R2
Outcome Mean
Black Students
Index

6.088
-126.435
-29.516
(0.028 ~ 14.191)
(-187.079 ~ -88.113)
(-46.664 ~ -16.170)
[3.740]
[28.50]
[13.60]
N
19,443
19,443
2,010
2
R
0.036
0.06
0.266
Outcome Mean
28.9
1,255.2
57.3
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals
constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses;
and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets.
College attendance among graduating peers is reported in percentage points. The state controls
used in these regressions include median income, the unemployment rate, population density,
share of residents who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of the
population in several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed in Section 4. All regressions
include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and state-specific linear
time trends.
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Table 7: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on the Likelihood of Attending New and Closing Schools
All Students
White Students
Black Students
Attend New
Attend Closing
Attend New
Attend Closing
Attend New
Attend Closing
School
School
School
School
School
School
Index
-2.554
-2.882
-2.574
-2.193
0.825
-6.859
(-3.606 ~ -1.181)
(-3.978 ~ -0.545)
(-3.672 ~ -1.214)
(-3.296 ~ -0.444)
(-3.299 ~ 6.211)
(-10.972 ~ -2.429)
[2.362]
[2.234]
[2.807]
[2.274]
[2.344]
[3.694]
N
444
364
444
364
444
364
R2
0.587
0.565
0.604
0.538
0.603
0.529
Outcome Mean
9.674
9.503
9.392
8.968
12.433
13.464
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and
Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. Outcomes
are reported in percentage points. The state controls used in these regressions include median income, the unemployment rate, population density,
share of residents who are non-citizens, share of residents born abroad, and shares of the population in several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed
in Section 4. All regressions include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and state-specific linear time trends.
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Table 8: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Private School Entry and Exit
School Entry
School Exit
-1.621
-1.01
(-4.174 ~ 0.124)
(-5.295 ~ 1.512)
[4.617]
[5.814]
N
444
364
R2
0.926
0.918
Outcome Mean
19.531
19.826
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each
estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an
approach based on Conley and Taber (2011) are
presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS
regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in
brackets. Outcomes are reported in percentage points.
The state controls used in these regressions include
median income, the unemployment rate, population
density, share of residents who are non-citizens, share of
residents born abroad, and shares of the population in
several race/ethnicity by age bins, as discussed in Section
4. Regressions are weighted using the number of schools
in each state-year. Outcome means are based on data
from 1995 on. All regressions include time-varying state
controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and statespecific linear time trends.
Index
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Table 9: Robustness Checks, Student-Teacher Ratio
Baseline

No Covariates

Quadratic Trends

Covariates in
Levels

Future Adopters

More Programs

1.929
(1.644 ~ 2.356)
[0.695]
444
0.719

1.523
(1.239 ~ 2.097)
[1.554]
444
0.554

0.671
(0.448 ~ 0.987)
[0.731]
444
0.768

1.43
(1.139 ~ 1.831)
[1.122]
444
0.774

2.724
(2.562 ~ 3.092)
[0.815]
204
0.794

1.314
(1.044 ~ 1.708)
[0.873]
454
0.72

1.041
(0.689 ~ 1.502)
[0.783]
444
0.731

1.021
(0.625 ~ 1.578)
[1.616]
444
0.632

0.053
(-0.221 ~ 0.459)
[0.912]
444
0.771

0.756
(0.419 ~ 1.226)
[1.274]
444
0.775

1.718
(1.409 ~ 2.106)
[1.333]
204
0.769

0.582
(0.213 ~ 1.007)
[0.808]
454
0.732

All Students
Index

N
R2
White Students
Index

N
R2
Black Students
Index

2.565
1.654
3.091
3.382
2.564
1.714
(1.075 ~ 4.008)
(0.136 ~ 3.386)
(1.438 ~ 3.971)
(1.876 ~ 5.008)
(1.106 ~ 3.649)
(0.432 ~ 2.916)
[1.428]
[1.261]
[1.455]
[1.980]
[1.607]
[1.037]
N
444
444
444
444
204
454
R2
0.583
0.54
0.628
0.593
0.673
0.585
State Controls
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State Trends
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear
Linear
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and
Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets.
Regressions reported in the “No Covariates” column do not include state-level economic and demographic controls. In the “Covariates in Levels”
regressions, controls measuring the population in various race/ethnicity by age groups enter in levels (i.e. population counts) rather than as shares
of the total population. The “Future Adopters” regressions restrict the control group to states that eventually adopt voucher-style programs (AL,
CO, GA, IN, LA, MS, NV, NH, NC, OK, RI, SC, UT, VA) or have long, pre-existing histories of offering smaller scale support for private school
attendance (ME, MN, VT). Programs in Georgia, Rhode Island, and Utah are added to the treatment group in the “More Programs” regressions.
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Table 10: Robustness Checks, Instructional Hours

All Students
Index

N
R2
White Students
Index

N
R2

Baseline

No Covariates

Quadratic Trends

Covariates in Levels

Future Adopters

More Programs

-2.567
(-4.816 ~ 0.146)
[4.455]
444
0.934

1.824
(-0.931 ~ 4.468)
[4.532]
444
0.93

-2.851
(-4.653 ~ -0.370)
[6.335]
444
0.953

-3.709
(-5.902 ~ -0.988)
[5.927]
444
0.937

-5.479
(-7.312 ~ -3.339)
[5.653]
204
0.945

-1.447
(-4.050 ~ 1.113)
[3.335]
454
0.935

3.3
(0.986 ~ 6.744)
[5.096]
444
0.929

5.663
(3.102 ~ 9.329)
[5.535]
444
0.923

1.17
(-1.023 ~ 4.079)
[8.120]
444
0.949

2.294
(0.010 ~ 5.971)
[6.636]
444
0.931

1.1
(-0.913 ~ 4.352)
[7.570]
204
0.918

3.529
(1.206 ~ 6.596)
[3.569]
454
0.929

Black Students
Index

-26.486
-12.862
-21.459
-32.19
-16.004
-12.008
(-35.939 ~ -12.657)
(-21.465 ~ 1.071)
(-28.053 ~ -5.365)
(-40.664 ~ -18.236)
(-23.045 ~ -2.595)
(-18.889 ~ 1.086)
[12.425]
[11.237]
[11.289]
[11.828]
[15.321]
[10.272]
N
444
444
444
444
204
454
2
R
0.79
0.764
0.824
0.798
0.794
0.787
State Controls
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State Trends
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear
Linear
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011)
are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. Regressions reported in the “No
Covariates” column do not include state-level economic and demographic controls. In the “Covariates in Levels” regressions, controls measuring the population
in various race/ethnicity by age groups enter in levels (i.e. population counts) rather than as shares of the total population. The “Future Adopters” regressions
restrict the control group to states that eventually adopt voucher-style programs (AL, CO, GA, IN, LA, MS, NV, NH, NC, OK, RI, SC, UT, VA) or have long,
pre-existing histories of offering smaller scale support for private school attendance (ME, MN, VT). Programs in Georgia, Rhode Island, and Utah are added to
the treatment group in the “More Programs” regressions.
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Table 11: Robustness Checks, Share of Peers Attending Four-Year Colleges

All Students
Index

N
R2
White Students
Index

N
R2

Baseline

No Covariates

Quadratic Trends

Covariates in Levels

Future Adopters

More Programs

0.64
(-1.074 ~ 2.614)
[0.998]
261
0.928

0.524
(-1.156 ~ 2.959)
[0.727]
261
0.918

2.027
(1.230 ~ 3.144)
[2.642]
261
0.952

0.524
(-1.109 ~ 2.774)
[1.066]
261
0.94

-0.101
(-1.653 ~ 0.962)
[1.220]
117
0.949

0.552
(-0.444 ~ 1.761)
[0.848]
270
0.928

1.634
(0.042 ~ 3.664)
[1.078]
261
0.923

1.202
(-0.452 ~ 3.744)
[0.858]
261
0.91

2.377
(1.636 ~ 3.345)
[2.556]
261
0.948

1.926
(0.315 ~ 4.117)
[1.163]
261
0.934

1.468
(0.177 ~ 2.443)
[1.586]
117
0.946

1.597
(0.588 ~ 2.787)
[0.906]
270
0.923

Black Students
Index

-6.176
-3.503
-3.31
-8.698
-9.017
-5.901
(-10.086 ~ -1.120)
(-7.196 ~ -1.883)
(-6.177 ~ -0.239)
(-12.175 ~ -3.475)
(-12.471 ~ -3.691)
(-7.708 ~ -2.330)
[1.855]
[1.648]
[6.783]
[2.399]
[3.514]
[1.116]
N
261
261
261
261
117
270
2
R
0.906
0.88
0.941
0.912
0.915
0.912
State Controls
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State Trends
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear
Linear
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber
(2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. Regressions reported in
the “No Covariates” column do not include state-level economic and demographic controls. In the “Covariates in Levels” regressions, controls measuring
the population in various race/ethnicity by age groups enter in levels (i.e. population counts) rather than as shares of the total population. The “Future
Adopters” regressions restrict the control group to states that eventually adopt voucher-style programs (AL, CO, GA, IN, LA, MS, NV, NH, NC, OK, RI,
SC, UT, VA) or have long, pre-existing histories of offering smaller scale support for private school attendance (ME, MN, VT). Programs in Georgia,
Rhode Island, and Utah are added to the treatment group in the “More Programs” regressions.
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Table 12: Robustness Checks, Per-Student Expenditures
Baseline

No Covariates

Quadratic Trends

Covariates in
Levels

Future Adopters

More Programs

0.747
(0.573 ~ 1.112)
[0.214]
847
0.947

0.766
(0.571 ~ 1.053)
[0.204]
847
0.944

0.58
(0.433 ~ 0.797)
[0.199]
847
0.963

0.801
(0.638 ~ 1.156)
[0.268]
847
0.952

0.662
(0.492 ~ 0.853)
[0.226]
391
0.968

0.265
(0.088 ~ 0.538)
[0.237]
864
0.947

0.723
(0.551 ~ 1.032)
[0.224]
847
0.941

0.724
(0.537 ~ 0.966)
[0.181]
847
0.938

0.563
(0.372 ~ 0.738)
[0.141]
847
0.962

0.751
(0.590 ~ 1.067)
[0.253]
847
0.946

0.656
(0.512 ~ 0.870)
[0.225]
391
0.956

0.208
(0.032 ~ 0.455)
[0.239]
864
0.94

All Students
Index

N
R2
White Students
Index

N
R2
Black Students
Index

-0.521
-0.506
-1.43
-0.586
-0.563
-0.815
(-1.224 ~ 0.198)
(-1.426 ~ 0.119)
(-1.959 ~ -0.936)
(-1.235 ~ 0.116)
(-0.903 ~ 0.090)
(-1.508 ~ -0.122)
[1.179]
[1.035]
[1.789]
[1.030]
[1.107]
[0.717]
N
841
841
841
841
391
858
2
R
0.91
0.891
0.933
0.912
0.932
0.908
State Controls
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State Trends
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear
Linear
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and
Taber (2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets.
Regressions reported in the “No Covariates” column do not include state-level economic and demographic controls. In the “Covariates in Levels”
regressions, controls measuring the population in various race/ethnicity by age groups enter in levels (i.e. population counts) rather than as shares
of the total population. The “Future Adopters” regressions restrict the control group to states that eventually adopt voucher-style programs (AL,
CO, GA, IN, LA, MS, NV, NH, NC, OK, RI, SC, UT, VA) or have long, pre-existing histories of offering smaller scale support for private school
attendance (ME, MN, VT). Programs in Georgia, Rhode Island, and Utah are added to the treatment group in the “More Programs” regressions.
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Table 13: Robustness Checks, Per-Teacher Compensation

All Students
Index

N
R2
White Students
Index

N
R2

Baseline

No Covariates

Quadratic Trends

Covariates in Levels

Future Adopters

More Programs

1.358
(-0.616 ~ 4.159)
[1.616]
663
0.815

2.048
(0.015 ~ 4.890)
[2.579]
663
0.798

0.457
(-0.543 ~ 2.691)
[3.225]
663
0.837

0.692
(-1.445 ~ 3.243)
[2.163]
663
0.824

2.031
(0.467 ~ 4.587)
[2.443]
303
0.861

-3.21
(-5.415 ~ -1.058)
[2.439]
680
0.809

3.414
(0.596 ~ 9.021)
[2.417]
663
0.788

3.716
(0.917 ~ 9.263)
[2.238]
663
0.773

4.118
(2.680 ~ 9.001)
[3.942]
663
0.813

0.42
(-2.700 ~ 5.688)
[2.988]
663
0.8

2.77
(-0.465 ~ 8.419)
[3.805]
303
0.818

-3.23
(-6.121 ~ 3.149)
[3.358]
680
0.763

Black Students
Index

-10.731
-14.645
-6.585
-9.136
-4.236
-15.2
(-27.580 ~ -3.980)
(-32.265 ~ -8.258)
(-14.164 ~ -0.719)
(-26.151 ~ -2.196)
(-22.474 ~ 1.364)
(-28.044 ~ -10.233)
[6.085]
[7.783]
[17.684]
[6.761]
[8.388]
[4.004]
N
662
662
662
662
303
679
2
R
0.704
0.681
0.75
0.704
0.794
0.702
State Controls
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State Trends
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear
Linear
Note: Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95% confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber
(2011) are presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. Regressions reported in the
“No Covariates” column do not include state-level economic and demographic controls. In the “Covariates in Levels” regressions, controls measuring the
population in various race/ethnicity by age groups enter in levels (i.e. population counts) rather than as shares of the total population. The “Future Adopters”
regressions restrict the control group to states that eventually adopt voucher-style programs (AL, CO, GA, IN, LA, MS, NV, NH, NC, OK, RI, SC, UT, VA)
or have long, pre-existing histories of offering smaller scale support for private school attendance (ME, MN, VT). Programs in Georgia, Rhode Island, and
Utah are added to the treatment group in the “More Programs” regressions.
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Table 14: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Educational Inputs, Instrument Variable Estimates, by Race

All Students
Actual Spending
N
R2
White Students
Actual Spending
N
R2

Instructional Hours

Graduating Peers
Attending 4-year
Colleges (percent)

Per-Student
Expenditure

Per-Teacher
Compensation

1.566
[1.204]
444
0.716

9.138
[4.716]
444
0.934

0.324
[1.248]
261
0.928

0.29
[0.259]
847
0.947

0.113
[2.174]
663
0.815

0.737
[1.276]
444
0.73

11.673
[4.898]
444
0.929

2.909
[1.550]
261
0.922

0.499
[0.257]
847
0.94

-0.539
[1.925]
663
0.788

Student-Teacher
Ratio

Black Students
Actual Spending

3.287
19.371
-4.697
-1.137
-18.677
[1.292]
[9.133]
[1.547]
[0.628]
[7.017]
N
444
444
261
841
662
R2
0.586
0.774
0.903
0.911
0.707
Note: A measure of maximum state spending on voucher-style programs is used as an instrument for actual spending. Legislated
maximums are used where available. Where no maximum is imposed by law, maximum spending is constructed as described in the
appendix. Estimates presented here have been scaled up by average spending on voucher-style programs in state-years with positive
spending (about $60 million). All regressions include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and statespecific linear time trends.
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Table 15: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs vs. Differences between Public and Private School Educational Inputs

White Students
Student/Teacher Ratio
Instructional Hours
4-year College Matriculation
Per-Student Expenditure
Per-Teacher Compensation

Public School

Private School

Difference
(Private - Public)

Voucher Effect

Voucher Effect
(% of Difference)

28.8
1195
39.1%
$13,230
$107,175

18.6
1234
77.0%
$12,913
$100,899

-10.2
39
37.9%
-$317
-$6,276

1.041
3.3
1.63%
$723
$3,414

-10.2%
8.5%
4.3%
228.1%
54.4%

Black Students
Student/Teacher Ratio
19.1
17.7
-1.4
2.565
-183.2%
Instructional Hours
1195
1247
52
-26.486
-50.9%
4-year College Matriculation
34.4%
70.0%
35.6%
-6.18%
-17.4%
Per-Student Expenditure
$15,595
$15,303
-$292
-$521
-178.4%
Per-Teacher Compensation
$104,795
$117,163
$12,368
-$10,731
-86.8%
Note: Private school input estimates were produced using the 2011-12 PSS and matched tax data. Public school student-teacher ratios by race
are estimated using the 2013-14 Common Core of Data (CCD) School Survey. Public school expenditure per student and compensation per
teacher by race are estimated using the 2011-12 CCD School District surveys. Public school instructional hours were obtained from published
estimates based on the 2007-08 Schools and Staffing Survey; estimates were not available by race. Public school four-year college
matriculation was backed out for each race using overall four-year college matriculation rates (obtained from the 2013 October supplement to
the Current Population Survey), the share of students in private school, and the private-school estimate of four-year college matriculation.
Financial outcomes are in 2014 dollars. The sign of the voucher effect as a percentage of the difference between public and private school
reflects whether the voucher effect represents an improvement or a worsening in the input in question.
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Appendix Figure 1: Legislated Spending Limits for Corporate Tax Credit STO Programs

Note: Information in this table was drawn from reports by the Research Department of the Minnesota House
of Representatives (2011), the Friedman Foundation (various years), and the Alliance for School Choice
(various years), as well as various state sources.
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Appendix Table 1: Additional Details of Main Voucher-Style Programs Used
State
Arizona

Program
Individual
STO credit

Arizona

Corporate
STO credit

Florida

McKay
voucher
program

Taxpayer Value
Limit
100% of gift, up
to a limit that
varies over time
and by filer type
1998-99: $500
2000-04: $500
(individuals)/
$625 (married)
2005: $500
(individual)/$825
(married)
2006-11: $500
(individual)/
$1,000 (married)
100% of gift,
with no taxpayerspecific limit on
the value of the
credit

Aggregate Value
Limit
None

Scholarship
Value Limit
None

Legislated, see
Appendix Figure
1

Scholarships
initially capped at
$4,200 for grades
K-8 and $5,500
for grades 9-12
in 2006, with
those limits
increasing by
$100 each year

N/A

None

The amount the
state would have
spent on the
student in public
school, or private
school tuition
and fees,
whichever is less
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Student Eligibility
All Arizona students in grades
K-12 are eligible

Other Notes
STOs must spend at least 90% of
revenue on scholarships, must consider
income as one of the criteria use to
evaluate potential scholarship recipients,
may not limit recipients to only one
private school; Donors may not make
gifts to STOs that are specifically for
the use of any particular child, though
for much of the period covered by this
study this behavior was not explicitly
prohibited and does appear to have
taken place; credit in excess of tax
liability can be carried forward up to
five years
Arizona students must have
Donors cannot designate their gifts for
family income ≤ 185% of the
use by particular students; credit in
eligibility cutoff for free/reduced excess of tax liability can be carried
price school lunches (342%
forward up to five years; aggregate limit
FPL), AND have been enrolled increases by 20% each year
in public school 90 days in the
prior year or one semester in the
current year OR be enrolled in
private kindergarten or private
pre-K for students with
disabilities OR be the dependent
of an active-duty member of the
military stationed in Arizona OR
be a prior scholarship recipient
Florida students with
Schools receiving voucher students
Individualized Education
must be approved by the state; school
Programs or Section 504
personnel working with voucher
accommodation plans who have students must pass federal background
been enrolled in public school
checks
for at least one year are eligible

State
Florida

Program
Corporate
STO credit

Illinois

Individual
own-child
credit

Iowa

Individual
own-child
credit

Taxpayer Value
Limit
100% of gift,
with the value of
the credit capped
at 75% of total
tax liability

Aggregate Value
Limit
Legislated, see
Appendix Figure
1

Scholarship
Value Limit
Through 2005:
$3,500
2006-08: $3,750
2009: $3,950
2010 on:
calculated based
on state public
school spending

25% of spending
in excess of $250
on fees and
tuition, with
maximum credit
value of $500 per
family
Pre 1996: 5% of
spending,
maximum $50
per dependent
1996-97: 10% of
spending,
maximum $100
per dependent
1998 on: 25% of
spending,
maximum $250
per dependent

None

N/A

Spending on any Illinois student
under 21 years of age attending
grades K-12 in public, private,
or home school who is the
taxpayer’s dependent is eligible
for the tax credit

None

N/A

Pre 1996: families with federal
adjusted gross income below
$45,000 could receive the credit
for spending on dependent
students in grades K-12 at any
accredited Iowa school not
operated for profit (public or
private)
1996 on: families can receive the
credit for spending on
dependent students in grades K12 at any accredited Iowa school
not operated for profit (public
or private), regardless of income
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Student Eligibility
Florida students are eligible for
scholarships if they received a
scholarship in the previous year
OR re in foster care OR are
entering grades K-5 AND are
eligible for free/reduced price
school lunch (185% FPL) OR
are a sibling of a scholarship
recipient; scholarships are
renewable as long as a student’s
family income remains below
230% FPL; prior to 2008, new
students were eligible for
scholarships only when entering
grades K-1, and scholarships
were renewable only up to 200%
FPL

Other Notes
STOs must spend at least 97% of
revenue on scholarships, and must
spend at least 75% of revenue in the
year it was received; STOs must award
scholarships on a first-come, firstserved basis, with priority given to
renewals, and may not award
scholarships to children of their owners;
scholarship values are reduced by 25%50% when family income exceeds 185%
FPL; for most of the period analyzed
here, tax credits in excess of the annual
taxpayer-specific limit could be carried
forward three to five years, with state
approval; the aggregate limit increases
by 25% following each year in which at
least 90% of available tax credits were
awarded
Eligible expenses include those on
tuition, books, and lab or activity fees;
the inclusion of non-tuition expenses
makes guardians of public school
students eligible for the tax credit
Eligible expenses include those on
tuition, books, and lab or activity fees;
the inclusion of non-tuition expenses
makes guardians of public school
students eligible for the tax credit

State
Iowa

Program
Individual
and
corporate
STO credit

Pennsylvania

Corporate
STO credit

Taxpayer Value
Limit
65% of gift, with
no taxpayerspecific limit on
the value of the
credit

Aggregate Value
Limit
Legislated, see
Appendix Figure
1

Scholarship
Value Limit
None,
scholarship
amounts are
determined by
STOs

75% of gift, or
90% with
contributions in
consecutive
years, with the
value of the
credit capped at
$300,000 per
corporation
annually

Legislated, see
Appendix Figure
1

None,
scholarship
amounts are
determined by
STOs

Student Eligibility
Iowa students with family
incomes up to 300% FPL are
eligible for scholarships

Eligibility is restricted based on
family income:
Pre 2011: Students eligible with
family income up to $50,000
plus $10,000 per child
2011: Students eligible with
family income up to $60,000
plus $12,000 per child

Other Notes
STOs must spend at least 90% of
revenue on scholarships; taxpayers must
obtain a certificate from STOs in order
to claim the credit; credit can also be
claimed for non-cash contributions to a
dependent student’s education; credits
in excess of tax liability can be carried
forward up to five years; donors may
not designate their gifts for use by
particular students; before July 2009,
only individual taxpayers could claim
the tax credit for donations to STOs;
schools affiliate with specific STOs, and
no school may be affiliated with more
than one STO
STOs must spend at least 80% of
revenue on scholarships; credits in
excess of tax liability may not be carried
forward

Note: In this table, FPL refers to the Federal Poverty Level. Information in this table was drawn from reports by the Research Department of the Minnesota House of
Representatives (2011), the Friedman Foundation (various years), and the Alliance for School Choice (various years), as well as various state sources.
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Appendix Table 2: School and Enrollment Counts by Year and Match Status

PSS

Number of Schools
Crosswalk
Matched

Used

PSS

Enrollment
Crosswalk
Matched

Used

All Schools
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011

36,610
28,597
30,226
29,047
30,750
30,006
29,723
28,390
28,157
26,930

4,445
4,950
5,453
5,591
6,330
6,750
7,390
7,409
7,565
6,806

2,256
2,635
3,462
3,598
4,194
4,663
5,220
5,284
5,529
4,926

1,639
1,929
2,540
2,648
3,070
3,389
3,734
3,727
3,878
3,442

5,081,001
5,364,291
5,563,975
5,481,507
5,831,389
5,512,103
5,468,818
5,197,073
5,004,387
4,702,540

1,066,952
1,211,904
1,307,259
1,322,903
1,499,062
1,517,496
1,622,372
1,610,093
1,633,924
1,491,083

534,252
639,159
832,639
857,246
1,009,290
1,062,988
1,161,618
1,165,512
1,206,122
1,088,336

412,840
490,778
629,827
648,227
756,776
785,539
839,566
828,742
827,185
741,802

1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011

8,392
8,102
8,113
7,921
8,037
7,669
7,285
6,976
6,826
6,383

553
586
597
595
631
636
671
674
665
619

142
174
210
221
243
271
296
316
320
280

52
59
84
83
100
114
115
134
131
120

2,532,895
2,572,665
2,595,685
2,547,860
2,587,164
2,392,303
2,273,875
2,157,251
2,079,364
1,928,851

221,395
238,618
244,279
238,676
251,503
246,804
251,977
249,042
247,877
231,047

53,810
65,346
83,649
87,838
88,623
96,515
103,687
111,986
109,315
93,897

17,675
18,000
26,458
26,778
28,906
32,318
32,677
37,053
33,973
29,133

1993
1995
1997
1999
2001

15,458
12,221
12,737
12,537
13,604

1,718
1,914
2,129
2,229
2,644

710
857
1,149
1,231
1,553

587
717
965
1,022
1,274

1,690,508
1,819,572
1,895,397
1,914,129
2,099,241

417,532
486,988
528,314
550,202
650,746

186,112
236,635
303,564
324,359
413,451

162,372
203,707
264,550
276,857
350,435

Catholic

Other Religious
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2003
2005
2007
2009
2011

13,175
13,409
12,795
12,584
11,833

2,813
3,182
3,212
3,260
2,887

1,753
2,069
2,152
2,289
2,000

1,454
1,683
1,746
1,865
1,638

1,965,167
2,041,747
1,955,197
1,836,888
1,728,072

650,043
727,829
732,294
719,536
654,456

436,486
504,903
511,438
518,148
468,926

371,972
420,459
425,046
431,762
389,946

Secular
1993
6,998
2,121
1,381
1,000
857,598
428,025
294,330
232,793
1995
8,274
2,450
1,604
1,153
972,054
486,298
337,178
269,071
1997
9,376
2,727
2,103
1,491
1,072,893
534,666
445,426
338,819
1999
8,589
2,767
2,146
1,543
1,019,518
534,025
445,049
344,592
2001
9,109
3,055
2,398
1,696
1,144,984
596,813
507,216
377,435
2003
9,162
3,301
2,639
1,821
1,154,633
620,649
529,987
381,249
2005
9,029
3,537
2,855
1,936
1,153,196
642,566
553,028
386,430
2007
8,619
3,523
2,816
1,847
1,084,625
628,757
542,088
366,643
2009
8,747
3,640
2,920
1,882
1,088,135
666,511
578,659
361,450
2011
8,714
3,300
2,646
1,684
1,045,617
605,580
525,513
322,723
Note: “PSS” columns give the number of schools/total enrollment that in the PSS each year. “Crosswalk” columns give the number schools in the
PSS each year for which I have been able to match the internal PSS identifier to the Employer Identification Number that appears in the tax data, and
the total enrollment at those schools. “Matched” columns give the number of schools in each year that appear in both the PSS and the tax data and the
total enrollment at those schools. “Used” columns give the number of schools in each year that appear in both the PSS and the tax data and satisfy the
sample restrictions employed in the baseline analysis. Both school and enrollment counts in this table are unweighted. The sum of school counts and
enrollment across religious affiliation categories may not equal the total for the full PSS due to missing information on religious affiliation.
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Appendix Table 3: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Education Inputs, by School Type and Race

Student-Teacher Ratio

Instructional Hours

Graduating Peers
Attending 4-year
Colleges (percent)

1.929
(1.644 ~ 2.356)
[0.695]
5.301
(-2.025 ~ 20.588)
[6.748]
1.064
(0.369 ~ 1.907)
[0.816]

-2.567
(-4.816 ~ 0.146)
[4.455]
-26.4
(-66.898 ~ 11.802)
[20.31]
1.384
(-3.565 ~ 14.646)
[3.277]

0.64
(-1.074 ~ 2.614)
[0.998]
-3.113
(-16.118 ~ 9.407)
[6.129]
0.404
(-1.676 ~ 3.105)
[0.698]

1.041
(0.689 ~ 1.502)
[0.783]
5.199
(-3.066 ~ 25.603)
[8.490]
0.863
(0.106 ~ 1.826)
[0.935]

3.300
(0.986 ~ 6.744)
[5.096]
5.507
(-34.141 ~ 45.403)
[29.52]
3.707
(-2.284 ~ 20.392)
[3.429]

1.634
(0.042 ~ 3.664)
[1.078]
5.767
(-8.569 ~ 18.366)
[5.926]
0.794
(-1.646 ~ 3.400)
[0.945]

All Students
All Schools

New Schools

Existing Schools

White Students
All Schools

New Schools

Existing Schools

Black Students
All Schools

2.565
-26.486
-6.176
(1.075 ~ 4.008)
(-35.939 ~ -12.657)
(-10.086 ~ -1.120)
[1.428]
[12.425]
[1.855]
New Schools
6.088
-126.4
-29.52
(0.028 ~ 14.191)
(-187.079 ~ -88.113)
(-46.664 ~ -16.170)
[3.740]
[28.50]
[13.60]
Existing Schools
1.395
-10.04
-3.515
(0.586 ~ 3.839)
(-20.305 ~ -0.927)
(-5.726 ~ 1.286)
[1.152]
[11.68]
[1.550]
Note: New schools are those making their first appearance in the PSS. Existing schools are all
schools except new schools. Two measures of precision are reported below each estimate: 95%
confidence intervals constructed using an approach based on Conley and Taber (2011) are
presented in parentheses; and standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are
reported in brackets. Estimates for all schools are reproductions of the baseline estimates in Tables
4 and 5. Estimates for new schools are reproductions of those found in Table 6. Estimates for
existing schools were produced at the school level, in the same manner as the estimates for new
schools.
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Appendix Table 4a: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Non-Financial Educational
Inputs, with Pre-Law-Change Placebo Dummies
Student-Teacher
Ratio

Instructional
Hours

Graduating Peers
Attending 4-year
Colleges (percent)

1.981
[0.902]
0.256
[0.591]
-0.374
[0.484]
444
0.719

-2.131
[5.594]
0.528
[4.406]
0.549
[2.563]
444
0.934

0.63
[1.216]
-0.068
[2.454]
0.45
[2.345]
261
0.928

1.011
[1.115]
0.185
[0.765]
-0.541
[0.658]
444
0.731

5.887
[6.761]
3.364
[6.158]
2.217
[3.222]
444
0.929

0.936
[1.369]
-1.269
[2.599]
-0.894
[1.908]
261
0.923

All Students
Index
One/Two Year Lead
Three/Four Year Lead
N
R2
White Students
Index
One/Two Year Lead
Three/Four Year Lead
N
R2
Black Students
Index

2.456
-35.486
-4.368
[1.713]
[9.799]
[2.146]
One/Two Year Lead
0.243
-8.207
3.432
[1.522]
[12.290]
[3.644]
Three/Four Year Lead
-0.941
-18.121
11.263
[1.224]
[8.618]
[3.904]
N
444
444
261
2
R
0.584
0.793
0.912
Note: The specification used here matches the baseline specification, except for the
inclusion of the lead dummies, which are equal to one the specified number of years
before a policy change and equal to zero otherwise. Standard errors from OLS
regressions, clustered at the state level, are reported in brackets. College attendance
among graduating peers is reported in percentage points. All regressions include timevarying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects, and state-specific linear time
trends.
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Appendix Table 4b: Effects of Voucher-Style Programs on Financial Educational Inputs, with Pre-Law-Change Placebo
Dummies
Per-Student Expenditure
Per-Teacher Compensation
All Students
White Students
Black Students
All Students
White Students
Black Students
Index
0.722
0.752
1.492
0.996
3.743
-6.616
[0.273]
[0.446]
[0.830]
[2.434]
[3.322]
[15.497]
One Year Lead
0.094
0.199
2.222
-1.522
0.225
-4.119
[0.372]
[0.530]
[1.228]
[5.040]
[5.227]
[20.370]
Two Year Lead
0.053
0.087
2.935
-0.733
0.796
7.149
[0.434]
[0.579]
[1.980]
[3.545]
[5.799]
[18.067]
Three Year Lead
-0.24
-0.186
2.526
2.31
1.479
22.215
[0.386]
[0.545]
[1.407]
[3.826]
[4.672]
[16.310]
Four Year Lead
-0.249
-0.23
2.597
0.682
0.757
11.211
[0.356]
[0.429]
[1.450]
[4.376]
[5.000]
[12.928]
Five Year Lead
-0.117
0.007
2.152
-1.28
-1.273
19.697
[0.249]
[0.301]
[1.311]
[4.828]
[4.371]
[10.086]
N
847
847
841
663
663
662
2
R
0.948
0.941
0.916
0.815
0.788
0.709
Note: The specification used here matches the baseline specification, except for the inclusion of the lead dummies, which are equal to one the
specified number of years before a policy change and equal to zero otherwise. Standard errors from OLS regressions, clustered at the state level, are
reported in brackets. Outcomes are reported in 2014 dollars. All regressions include time-varying state controls, state fixed effects, year fixed effects,
and state-specific linear time trends.
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